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Professionally speaking, I have two passions.
This issue of the journal focuses on emerging
technologies. That's one. But we can't think too
long about new technologies without also
considering leadership. That's the other.
As leaders in technology, we play a signifi-
cant role in identifi.ing and implementing new
technology on campus. We face the challenge of
weighing the risks and costs against the needs
and whims of our students, faculty, and staff.
The question always comes up, do I "lead,
follow, or get out of the way"? I often quote this
advice from Thomas Paine, or one of its
variations. What does it mean for us today?
Lead: Ifthere is a serious need for a technology
upgrade on your campus and a new or emerg-
ing technology could solve problems that have
arisen, then Lead is what you do. Even if the
technology does not become the next greatest
thing, it will have solved your problem and
bought you some time. Those who take the
lead-and therefore the risks-and implement
new technology often find funding through
grants or partnerships with vendors, easing the
implementation.
Leading the way with new technology also
provides a great way for communications
professionals to obtain career-enhancing
visibility. It is not enough just to do a good job.
You must become more noticed on campus.
Clearly there are risks, but in the end hiding
won't serve you well. Taking a well-thought-out
stand and promoting it campuswide will win
more praise than you think. Even detractors will
be happier knowing your direction and having
a chance to argue their position.
Projects that can help long term are great
candidates to take risks on. In the early 1990s
NIU partnered in bringing DSL and caller-ID
services to the community. If we had failed,
there would not have been a maior impact on
campus. As it turned out we became known for
being a leader in these technologies and have
recovered our investment multiple times.
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Follow: If there is a need, but the risks are high,
Followbecomes your mantra. A proven, well-
tested technology is the course most of us
select and are most comfortable with-and
rightly so. When projects are critical to your
institution, number two is a good position.
In the late 1990s our backbone netlvork was
reaching saturation and needed a major
upgrade. We were going to increase the speed
of the major nodes on this AIM backbone. A
couple of universities had just implemented
gigabyte Ethernet and were very pleased with
the result. While this was a more costly
upgrade, over the long term it was much more
cost effective.
Get out of the way : There is no shame in
letting others take the glory or the arrows.
When your current technology is handling the
day-to-day activity and budgets are tight,
letting others try the latest and greatest is an
excellent strategy. Thking risks for risk's sake
alone is not good management practice.
Northern Illinois University has supported
and promoted both centralized and distributed
computing operations for the past two decades.
Our distributed technology staff and research-
ers have been involved with many advanced
projects. Some were successful and eventually
adopted by the central technology staff and
some not. Send-mail, LANs, and post offices all
showed up in our distributed departments long
before being adopted campuswide. Many trials
like x.90 modems were not.
The articles in this issue will give you some
terrific insights into a variety of new technolo-
gies. (You'll remember Star Trek when you read
foe Ziemba's article on page 16, and you Il wish
you were a student again when you read the
interview with Dr. Curt Tompkins onpage24.)
We'll talk about it all at ACUTAs Spring
Seminars at the Wl,ndham Miami Beach Resort
April 18-21. The nvo tracks, Emerging
Technologies and Managing IT/Telecom
Infrastructure, should bring your adrenalin
levels back up. lll

by Kevin Tanzillo
Dux Public Relations
Voice over lP: Still Emerging After AII
These Years
Will this be the year that voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) telephony
becomes part of your network? The migration is inevitable, so if you are
shopping for a new PBX, you can expect that your new equipment will either
be an outright VoIP PBX or "VolP-ready," and exactly what that means will vary
by manufacturer.
VoIP is a technology that has been emerging-and maturing-for some
time, but it is still a major netrvork application that can challenge both tradi-
tional voice netlvork experts and data network specialists. Voice communica-
tion brings with it specific requirements that raise the bar for reliability,
security, and management in a conjoined network.
Obviously, the first and most important step in a VoIP deployment is to
assess if your network can handle the addition of voice. The small delays that
are easily tolerated, if they're even noticed at all, on a data network can cause
serious problems when it comes to telephony.
For instance, if you have to wait a second or even two for a requested file to
arrive at your computer, it's no big deal. But if there are delays of even 1/20th
of a second (50 milliseconds) on a voice call, you'Il find yourself saying "Can
you hear me now?" like the irritating twerp on the Verizon commercials.
Your network's bandwidth utilization, latency, jitter, and packet loss need
to be assessed. Where there are bandwidth bottlenecks, they are typically in the
switch-to-switch links in the backbone. That is why you need redundant links,
with utilization below 50 percent on all links, so that if one should fail,
another can handle the traffic load for both.
For optimum results, your network latencies should be below 100 millisec-
onds, and your jitter should stay under 40 milliseconds. Ideally, the packet loss
should be zero, but a maximum of I percent loss can be tolerated to achieve
acceptable voice quality.
Monitoring the Network
Because the need to obtain statistics from your IP netrvork equipment is
critical, there are two emerging standards that address this issue: IP Flow
Information Export (IPFIX) and RTP Control Protocol Extended Reports,
(RTCP XR).
IPFIX was covered in detail in a Tech Talk column in the December 2003
ACUTA eNews. For a quick review, it is designed to spell out how routers and
switches collect and provide information to network management systems. Its
promoters say it will vastly improve traffic flow data collection over that which
SNMP can currently provide.
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IPFIX packages raw data and
sends it to a single point to be
correlated and crunched by manage-
ment software. This helps facilitate
usage-based billing systems, makes
security breaches easier to detect,
and reveals how users and applica-
tions are using network resources.
The other new VoIP management
protocol, RTCP XR, is for assessing
VoIP call quality and diagnosing
problems. RTCP XR can be imple-
mented inexpensively as software
integrated into IP phones and
gateways, which then exchange
messages.
The protocol monitors VoIP call
quality using these measurements:
. Packet loss and jitter. A buffer
removes jitter in the receiving IP
phone or gateway, but the process
adds delay and causes late-arriving
packets to be discarded. RTCP XR
reports the packet loss rate, packet
discard rate (because ofjitter), and
the distribution of lost and dis-
carded packets.
. Delay. This can disrupt conversa-
tions and make echo obvious. RTCP
XR reports round-trip and end-
system delay, including any delay
that the VoIP endpoint adds.
. Signal. RTCP XR reports the
signal and noise level associated with
the received signal, making it easier
to identiS, signal- and noise-level
problems. If the IP endpoint has an
echo canceller, RTCP XR can report
the uncanceled echo level, which
helps the remote IP endpoint calcu-
late call quality more accurately.
RTCP XR can report call quality
directly, either via a conversation-
quality metric or a mean opinion
score (MOS). MOS comes in
listening-quality (LQ) and conversa-
tional-quality (CQ) flavors, which
can be generated through embedded
software agents.
With access to this type of per-
formance data for each IP phone on
your network, it is easier to diagnose
problems remotely. You can use
SNMP to retrieve data from each IP
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gateway, or use probes or analyzers
to capture call-quality data. RTCP
XR lets midstream probes and ana-
lyzers obtain information on signal,
noise, and echo levels without hav-
ing to decode the packet stream.
The VoIP performance metrics of
RTCP XR also make possible draft
quality-of-service reporting exten-
sions to leading call-control proto-
cols. This will let IP endpoints report
call-quality metrics directly to call
managers and softswitches, allowing
integration into call detail records.
Major IP phone, gateway, and test
equipment manufacturers have
begun to implement the protocol,
with widespread implementation
expected by the middle of this year.
Keeping Sale and Secure
University networks are at risk as
much as any corporate networks, so
security must be high on your list of
considerations in a VoIP implemen-
tation.
In the traditional model, a PBX
sits on its own, physically separate
network, using proprietary digital
signaling. The only way a snooper
can hear a conversation is to attack
the physical phone lines or obtain
access to the PBX. Unfortunately,
since VoIP conversations are simply
data like anything else on the
network, they can be captured by
invaders using packet sniffers.
Some of the VoIP equipment
makers now offer encryption, so that
if someone tried to sniff out the
data, it would be meaningless noise
to them. The best recommendation
is to treat the IP PBX as you would a
critical server, taking actions such as
defining virtual LANs and mapping
specific addresses to specific ports.
It may be worth investing in a
dedicated firewall for the PBX, but
you shouldn't feel the need to go off
the deep end (as some companies
have) and establish separate physical
netlvorks for voice and data. Not
only does that fly in the face of the
purpose of converging the networks,
but it will cost you bundles of
money that you surely don't have. If
money was never an object, everyone
would have perfectly secure net-
works, but, in the real world, you
have to balance the risks and
rewards.
There are also new products
coming onto the market that address
a security and reliability issue: the
way VoIP networks exchange traffic
with the wide area network or other
networks.
You can find these products
categorized as network address
translation (NAT) or SIP-to-SIP
(session initiation protocol) gateway
devices. What they do is establish a
definitive demarcation point
between IP networks and depend-
able mechanisms for exchanging
traffic.
The problem arises because
firewalls, to be effective, make
changes to the IP packets that they
encounter. This is not a problem for
data traffic, but it is for voice. For
instance, when a user makes a call
from an IP phone, the packets
created by that call pass through a
firewall and are subject to network
address translation. By the time they
arrive at the service provider's
network, the IP addresses and port
numbers that were assigned by the
IP phone are no longer valid. The
changes made are variable and thus
difficult to anticipate and prevent.
Also, the outgoing and incoming
packets that are part of the same
voice call are differently addressed,
and if the firewall perceives the
incoming packets as being unrelated
to the outgoing packets, it could shut
them out, viewing them as some
form of attack.
The products that overcome
these challenges tend to come in
various flavors and sizes-from
enterprise usage to service provider
capacity-but have in common the
ability to provide secure NAI and
firewall passage. Some are intended
to replace an existing firewall, while
others work alongside firewalls that
are already in place.
Also showing up in product form
is equipment that conforms to
another protocol, known as STUN.
This is a huge mouthful of an
acronym, which stands for Simple
Traversal of User Datagram Protocol
(UDP) through Network Address
Translation (NAT). STUN allows a
client to sense the presence of one or
more NAIs between it and another
client or between it and a server on
the public Internet. The client can
also obtain an address from a non-
symmetric NAT so it can receive
incoming UDP traffic from another
host.
STUN has its shortcomings, but
it is generally seen as a good short-
term fix that will not be needed once
later versions of the IP protocol
come into use and network address
translation devices are phased out.
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A more architectural fix is to take
a virtual private network (VPN)
approach, since VPNs use tunneling,
which gets around the NAI and
firewall problems. On the downside,
VPNs carry with them some
bandwidth and latency challenges.
Power to the People
One last VoIP reliability consider-
ation is one of the most basic:
electrical power. Most IP telephone
interfaces are now set up to receive
power through the Ethernet connec-
tion, either through the unused pairs
ofthe Category 5 or later cable or
over the same pairs used for data. So
you either buy Ethernet switches
that deliver power or use power
hubs, devices that sit between the
switch and the IP phones to power
the phones and link to the switch.
Because a power outage would
leave your users unable to use
phones or PCs, in a VoIP environ-
ment it is extremely important to
provide adequate power protection
for the Ethernet switches. You'll want
to make sure you have UPS systems
in place to handle the load and buy
you the time you need for orderly
shutdowns and proper notification
of users.
Those ofyou who cut your teeth
on early-generation PBXs probably
find all of this overwhelming, to say
the least. Take some comfort in the
fact that this feeling is also shared by
the people coming into the brave
new world of VoIP from the data
side as well. ]ust remember that
putting voice over data networks will
bring tremendous efficiencies in the
long run, and that, as the Chinese
proverb says, a journey of a thou-
sand miles begins with a single step.
Kevin Tanzillo is vice president ol Dux Public
Relations in Richardson, Texas. A fomer
technology journalist, he writes the monthly
Tech Talk column inlhe ACUTA elVeno. Reach
him at kevin@duxpr.com.
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by Gurt Harler
Contributing Editor
Unified Messaging: A Killer App for IP
"One for all and all for one." It worked for D'Artagnan and the rest of the Three
Musketeers and it can work for a college's messaging systems, too.
With mass migration to IP-based telecommunications, unified messaging
(UM) came into its own. There would be a revolution at Riverside Community
College (RCC) if Kathy Paschke, network specialist for telecommunications,
were to take away the campus's UM capability.
Like other schools, the University of South Florida, Tampa (USF), needed
ways to replace dwindling long-distance sales. It stepped up its UM offerings to
build revenues.
Meet UM
Simply put, UM allows a user to access all sorts of messages-voice calls, faxes,
e-mail, video clips, cell-phone calls, pages-via a LAN. Messages get tagged
with "urgent" flags, and information on
size and sender as well as other pertinent
details are included. Users can send
messages from one system (say,
voicemail) to another (i.e., a laptop).
At RCC, telecom drove the move to
UM. "We drove it big time. We used to
have a Centigram 5.04 installed with 70
hours of hard-disk time available,"
Paschke recalls. "Before UM, I became
the voicemail police. It seemed like I was
chasing anyone rvho left a message on the
system for more than 3 minutes," she
smiles.
After taking a careful look at the
market, RCC took bids on an improved
system in2002 and installed its new
system early in 2003. Today, RCC runs a
NEC NEAXMaiIAD-120 system. Those
who have the Active Voice Kinesis will
feel quite comfortable with the AD-120.
It is the same system, just branded
differently. Active Voice (www.active
voice.com, Seattle, Washington) is a
subsidiary of NEC America, Inc.
Paschke's system runs the latest
version, 2.65. She serves 2,500 faculty
"Unified' Messaging or'lntegrated' Messaging?
Telecom managers of a certain age may know UM as "integrated
messaging." To the end user, there is little distinction betr,veen
"unified" messaging and "integrated" messaging. To the network
manager, however, there is a subtle difference.
Unified messaging merges voice, fax, and e-mail messages into a
single message store, says Larry Farmer, manager of telecommunica-
tions at Drew University. Integrated messaging maintains separate
message stores but provides an integrated presentation of the
messages.
"I strongly prefer integrated over unified," Farmer says. "One
reason is fault tolerance. With separate stores one system can often
survive independently of the other."
Farmer notes that the voice messaging system can usually
function without network availability, so voice messaging can
survive a network outage or denial of service attacks. Farmer says
another feature is related to server "tuning."
"Voice messaging generally involves short messages with a short
viability and low virus risk (for now)," Farmer says. E-mail messages
are much longer, sometimes with large associated files and a much
longer viability. They also need careful screening for viruses.
"This affects decisions on processing capability, backup/restore
strategies, and acceptable downtime," he notes.
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and staff mailboxes over multiple
campuses.
UM capability generally is
provided through messaging servers
connected to the school's PBX or to
the carrier's switch. All messages go
to a universal messaging in-box; this
is where the user finds all messages.
The typical beep, stutter tone, or
recorded message alerts the user to
the presence of messages.
The Low-Tech Approach
"The holy grail of this entire business
is to have one number for all your
communications needs," says Harprit
Singh, founder of Intellicomm
(www.intellicomm.com, Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania). His company
runs a service bureau whose
Innoport system marries fax, voice,
and data messaging. The single
college administrator or small college
with budget for just a few users could
set up accounts with the bureau and
allow employees to get messages
anywhere.
Users get a toll-free number to
access their messages. "You get
ubiquity of access to information.
You don't need to sit by a fax to read
your messages," he continues.
With the hosted-service ap-
proach, a telecom administrator can
set up accounts and get unified
billing. Meantime, the faculty
member gets universal access. The
system tries five numbers, in se-
quence, depending on time of day
and other parameters before going
over to the voice mailbox.
There are two other advantages to
this approach: One is privacy.With a
service bureau's number, one need
not give out cell phone or home
numbers. A one-number gateway
delivers the call the way the user
wants.
Another benefit of UM is the
ability to arrange all incoming
messages on the computer by source:
finance in one folder, alumni in
another, deans in a third. As on other
systems, faxes are delivered as PDF or
TIF documents. Voice is delivered as
a WAV file and played through the
speakers.
College ls Different
"Unified communications is the best-
kept secret at colleges," says Tom
Heacock, higher-education advocate
at Avaya (www.avaya.com, Basking
Ridge, New Jersey). Avaya formerly
was the Enterprise Networks Group
of Lucent. "If only faculty and students
knewwhat UM could do for theml
"Once they get hold of the idea
that it can improve their lives,
efficiency, and rapport with students
and colleagues, it becomes a great
addition to their lives," Heacock says.
There are other hurdles. The
college market is relatively price
sensitive, notes Mike Prescott, vice
president of marketing and services
for Active Voice. "sometimes timing
is difEcult. There's a rush when they
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for Active Voice. "Sometimes timing
is difficult. There's a rush when they
have the funding or a delay while
they get it." However, like most other
vendors, Prescott finds the college
market is sawy about networking.
Because colleges typically have
high expectations on up-time,
clustering ability is a real plus.
Schools like RCC cluster several
systems to allow real-time fail-over in
case of an outage.
Colleges often are trying to
integrate IP-based services with
legacy switches. Frequently, there are
multiple, older switches in the
system. Sometimes they are from
multiple vendors. That leaves the
college with islands of IP and islands
of time division multiplex (TDM).
The challenge is to link those islands
and provide as much IP-style service
in the areas with legary infrastructure.
Yet, the results are worthwhile.
"You can see your calls, take them, or
transfer them. You can have one voice
mailbox for your telephone and your
cell phone," Heacock says. "There are
administrative savings since UM
improves efflciencyi' he adds.
University of South Florida Upgrade
USF upgraded its communications
network with the latest in IP tele-
phony solutions. The new converged
network enhanced services and low-
ered operational costs for university
faculty, staff, and 40,000 students.
By last fall, USF extended its
Avaya MultiVantage Communica-
tions Applications-including
telephony messaging, and contact
center applications-to all of its
locations. The project is one of the
largest deployments of an IP tele-
phony network at any university.
"We did not have to forklift our
existing configuration, but just
leveraged our current investment
while migrating toward a fully
converged netrvork that is very
reliable," says Kate Nidasio, director
of telecommunications and customer
service at the university. "We're also
benefiting from new applications of
unified messaging that help increase
productivity."
As part ofthe upgrade, the uni-
versity has new messaging features,
such as fax messaging, message
manager, voice messaging manage-
ment, and Internet messaging via the
Web. The upgrade allowed Nidasio to
reuse nearly 95 percent ofthe
existing 17,000-port network
infrastructure to support more than
14,000 active IR digital and analog
phones, at Thmpa, St. Petersburg,
Sarasota-Manatee, Lakeland, and
Thmpa Port Authority campuses.
They simply lacked enough money to
go to all IP phones.
"Before we went to an IP-centric
8700-based network, we were using
Velocity unified messaging," Nidasio
says. Message manager handled
requests from faculty and staff for
UM. With the upgrade to the 8700,
they can use the EC-500 feature to
give users an appearance on their
computer for both office and cellular
phones, regardless of location.
"We are very bleeding edge,"
explains Matt Wurthner, systems
engineer at USR proudly. They had
VoIP on campus for 2 years before
the 8700 upgrade in March 2003. The
biggest issue they faced was having a
separate department controlling the
exchange server. Now, that is history.
'A caller can dial my office
number and I'll answer on my cell
phone," Wurthner says. "But the
caller ID displays my office number.
Ifa call (either cell or office) goes
unanswered, it goes to the UM
system. Or, I can pick up my office
phone and continue in the middle of
a cell phone conversation."
This requires three stations: one
for the line, one for the cell phone,
and one for the call waiting.
Although the faculty and staff
love UM, Wurthner says it is great for
students. "students are never in their
dorm room and don't check voice-
mail. This is a great way to use tech-
nology to track the students regard-
less of where they are or which cell
provider they are using this month."
Other schools, including the
University of Maryland, Heacock's
home for 20 years, are converging
their network infrastructure, sending
voice conversations and voicemail
across the data network.
Product Moves
This past fall, Active Voice an-
nounced the latest version of its
Repartee Unified Communications
(UC) and Repartee Voice Messaging
for Windows 2000. The new Repartee
UC offers speech recognition
capability, text-to-speech functional-
ity, Lotus Notes integration, and
increased port capacity.
The latest version of Repartee UC
supports the Nuance 8.0 speech
recognition functionality. By
speaking simple commands into any
telephone, subscribers can navigate
their voice mailbox and change
personal options, such as message
notification and playback options.
Instead of struggling for the DTMF
buttons on a mobile phone or
memorizing a set of codes to play a
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message, subscribers can use simple
and intuitive speech commands, such
as "play new messages," to interact
with the voice mail system. (Editor's
note: Read more about speech recogni-
tion on page 41.)
Although their earlier integration
has been TAPI based, Ienifer
Aydelotte, Active Voice's Kinesis
product manager, predicts a move to
the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)
standard. This summer, they will
bring out a SlP-based product that
will allow integration into a pure IP
environment.
The latest version of Repartee UC
offers text-to-speech functionality for
Microsoft Exchange and Lotus Notes
through the high-quality ScanSoft
RealSpeak engine. With text-to-
speech functionality, users can access
and manage their voice, fax, and
e-mail messages conveniently from
one universal mailbox.
Intellicomm's Singh agrees that
text-to-speech and speech recogni-
tion are the next waves of UM
services. They already have incorpo-
rated them into their model as well.
"Messaging will go from unified
messaging to unified communica-
tions [UC]," Singh predicts. "UC will
be a virtual PBX with a number to
receive messages or live calls accord-
ing to rules that you set up." He says
the virtual PBX will extend commu-
nications reach to PDAs and on-
demand messaging at new locations.
Users can listen to any e-mail
message using text-to-speech
conversion, and then record a reply,
which is sent either as a voicemail
message or an e-mail with a WAV file
attachment. In addition, users can
reply, redirect, save, and delete e-mail
simply by using voice commands or
through the touch-tone keypad on
the telephone, improving efficiency
and accessibility when they're away
from the office. With these text-to-
speech packages, users have 24-hovr,
two-way access to their Microsoft
Exchange or Lotus Notes e-mail
messages without a laptop or modem
connection.
New hacker prevention features
have been added to increase
Repartee's security. System adminis-
trators can set default security codes
for new mailboxes and require new
subscribers to set their own security
code upon enrollment of the system.
Repartee UC has expanded capacity to
96 ports. Most college telecom manag-
ers are familiar with the built-in secu-
rity in Exchange. However, students
often have Web-based e-mail that is not
Exchange- or Lotus-based. Some might
use Yahoo or a school
e-mail system. As text-to-speech comes
to the forefront of UM, systems will be
able to read messages from programs
like Hotmail right over the phone.
"Browser-based visual messenger
will allow you to retrieve all voice
messages on a PC over the Internet so
you do not have to have a particular
client software," Aydelotte says.
One thing that Paschke learned
right away is that many users do not
change easily. "If you have users who
are not in voicemail already, migrate
them to voicemail only and then let
them go to UM," she advises.
That gives the user the ultimate
choice. "It's a huge selling point-
giving the user the power of choice,"
Paschke continues.
Some of the more sophisticated
users were concerned about privacy-
having their messages available over
the Internet. "Once they got in there
and used it for a while, their fears were
taken care of," Paschke continues.
Wurthner faced similar concerns at
USF. Because everything on the
school's server is backed up nightly,
stored information (including voice
messages) would become universally
available after 24 hours.
Aydelotte says the most important
first step with UM is to get a trained
installer. "Have a plan," she adds.
From an administrative point of
view, UM is great. "I can't even explain
how easy it is to use," Paschke says.
However, implementation wasn't a
cake walk.
"You have to marry telecom and
network support," Paschke says firmly.
"We were a little too independent for
our own good. You have to marry the
organizations and they have to be
happily married."
Paschke notes that her people were
sent to "counseling" several times.
"You've got to get to know your
network people and get everyone
working together," she emphasizes.
Today, things are going well. One
group of five handles the WAN and
exchange portion of the network and
routers. Her area handles wiring, PBX,
and such.
Down the Road
Aydelotte says that speech recogni-
tion-including speech-enabled
directory services-is just around the
corner. Longer term, colleges can
expect integration in mixed environ-
ments with multiple locations. This
will allow callers to transfer to other
systems located far away. "Right now,
that involves long-distance tolls," she
points out. "But you will soon be able
to redirect the calls via IP."
Prescott says that incorporating
state-of-the-art speech technologies
gives colleges a UC solution that sup-
ports accessibility in a convenient way.
"Using speech recognition and text-
to-speech will allow people full access
and control of their UC mailbox
whether they are working from the
office or from the road," he says.
Heacock cautions that the UC
platform will not be a good business
tool unless everyone, from faculty to
freshman, has it. "Whether they are
on IP or a circuit-switched-based
network, UC can be the platform
that ties it together," he says.
There are several features on the
horizon that users will love. For one,
message lights on shared mailboxes
will remain active as long as anyone
on the extension has a message. With
many systems, the light goes off once
any user checks for messages. The
rest of the lab, dorm, or office
partners are unaware there is a
message in their box.
Look for intelligent mobility
features, too. Most products on the
market offer find-me/follow-me
features. However, the more intelli-
gent systems will recognize that the
caller last used a cell phone, even
though the time-of-day indicates a
message should be forwarded to the
office. So, it can try the cell phone
first.
Avaya's extension to cellular EC-
500 bridges calls, allowing users to
pick them up from their cell phone
or campus phone. Messages go to
one voice mailbox, designated by the
user. Although the recent trend is to
cell phones, Heacock sees three
reasons to keep the landline: first, it
still provides a revenue stream;
second, it provides immediate,
confident E-91 1; last, he says, parents
like the idea of a phone in the
student's room so they know where
their child is when they call.
USF offers its basic package to
faculty and administration for a low
monthly fee. "We are trying to
expand the features and make them
revenue generators," Nidasio says.
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They hope to use their three
voice-mail systems (two Intuities for
faculty and administration, one for
students) to offer three modular UM
packages soon: Message manager,
which will bring messages and faxes
to one extension; Internet messaging;
and \flWV Messaging, which will
appeal to staffwho travel. WIWV
Messaging will give network access to
faculty on the road. "We've taken
extreme measures to protect the
ports," Wurthner says.
USF needs to resolve two issues
first: getting a campuswide licensing
agreement (not per Right to Use),
and supplying multiline appearance
phones. "Single-line phones are not
as big a concern as getting a campus-
wide agreement," Nidasio says.
UM has good news for the
networking department, too. College
systems are overwhelmed with
turnover. New UM systems will allow
batch deletion and additions of
extensions and features. They also
will allow reassigning a mailbox from
one room to another without losing
the existing settings.
At the end of each term, Nidasio
uses Visibility Management Suite to
wipe out all passwords and reset the
system (dialtone is hardwired to a
room jack, and each comes with an
assigned mailbox).
The newest features allow
assigning multiple devices via the
caller [D rather than having to go
through the entire log-in process.
This is especially handy as more staff
and students move to cellular
phones.
At RCC, Paschke installed Cisco's
Awid netrvorking tools. Awid
provides the baseline infrastructure
that allows colleges to design net-
works that scale to meet Internet
demands. "It works beautifully with
the AD-120. Installing that was a
comparative piece of cake."
The next step is cutting over the
fax-forwarding features of the system.
That job was scheduled to be com-
pleted early in spring 2004.
"I still believe we are in the early-
adopter stage of the technology,"
Singh says. "This will always be a
dynamic set of services, providing
ways to streamline and simplify
communications and eliminate
chaos." He notes the huge return on
investment from making workers
more productive and saving them
time and hassle.
"There are so many possibilities,
both on the document and the voice
sides of this business. It will be years
before we achieve nirvana in this
field."
There is no question UM use is
expanding and the technology is at
RCC to stay. "I love it. The users love
it. There would be a revolution if we
took it away,'Paschke concludes.
Curt Harler is a contributing editor to the ACUD4
Joumal and a freelance joumalist who
specializes in technology. Reach Curt at
curt@ adelphia.net.
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by Joe Ziemba
SUNY Upstate
Medical University
Users communicate via
a'badgd wom around
the neck or clipped to
their lab coat.
State-of-the-Art Communications at
SUNY Upstate Medical University
University Hospital at SUNY Upstate Medical University is conducting a pilot of
a new hands-free communications system that gives our hospital staff the ability
to communicate directly with each other from anlwhere in the hospital without
the use of pagers, house phones, or cell phones. This unique solution combines
three state-of-the-art technologies: voice over IP (VoIP), speech recognition,
and wireless networking. As complex a combination as that may seem, early
indications from our pilot are that the technology works surprisingly well and
may offer real value in our environment.
Background
The impetus for the pilot began with a request to find a way to improve the
efficienry of communications between nurses and physicians. Through a series
of meetings with various departments, it was determined that one way to
improve efficiency would be to find a solution that "unleashes" staff from
traditional wired telephones. The following scenario is fairly typical, and
illustrates why this is important.
While at a patient's bedside, a nurse needs to verifi, an order with a particu-
lar physician. She heads back to the nursing station, which is quite crowded at
the moment. After elbowing through the crowd (politely, of course) to get to a
telephone behind the desk, the nurse places a call to the physician's pager, and
enters the main nursing station phone number as the call-back number. She
waits at the desk a few minutes, but is needed in another patient's room down
the hall. The physician, in another area of the hospital, searches for an available
phone, and calls back some time later. The nursing station clerk receives the call
from the physician, and now begins the task of determining who placed the
original call. This is typically accomplished by asking, "Who paged Dr. Smith?"
around the nursing station, and then issuing a few overhead
pages, which are noisily broadcast over the entire unit.
The problem with this approach is that the nurse
who placed the page may not be available. He or she may be
performing a procedure on a patient or may be somewhere
else in the hospital outside of overhead page range. Even if
the nurse is available and on the unit, there is still a signifi-
cant delay between the time the call comes in and the time
it is eventually answered. To make matters worse, many
times the parties do not connect on the first attempt, and
the entire process must be repeatedl
It became readily apparent that giving employees a
tool that allows them to easily stay in touch with one
another while being mobile should be the top priority.
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Giving staff the ability to communicate more efficiently
and effectively would have a direct impact on improving
the quality of the care being delivered to our patients.
Another identified goal was to eliminate, or at least
reduce, the amount of overhead paging that occurs. A
quieter, more peaceful environment would be well
received by patients, their families, visitors, and
caregivers alike.
lnitialAttempts
As we began our search for a solution to these problems,
we established a fairly short list of initial requirements.
The solution should allow for direct staff communica-
tions, be integrated with our campus'Ericsson MD110
PBX, and leverage the existing 802.1lb wireless network
already in place in the hospital.
In preparation for the implementation of new clinical
software applications, the hospital had recently invested
in a complete wireless infrastructure. This consists of
almost 200 access points distributed across all wings of
the hospital's nine floors. Having the wireless network in
place was certainly an advantage, but it also limited our
choices when searching for solutions.
Our first attempt at addressing this problem was to
give the nurses access to a wireless phone. We conducted
a few small pilots of wireless 802.l lb telephones from
several different vendors. Rather than the nurse paging
the physician to the nursing station main number, the
nurse could now page the physician to the extension
number of the wireless phone. The nurse would then
carry the phone until the page was returned. The
primary problem with this solution was that the phone
was too bulky for the nurse to carry around conve-
niently. In addition, it was difficult to place or answer a
call in the middle of a procedure.
The Vocera Solution
While still testing the wireless telephones and pursuing
viable alternatives, we came across a new technology.
What made this new product most intriguing is that it
appeared to break the mold of the wireless phone's form
factor. The product is a communications "badge" from
Vocera Communications.
Users simply wear the badge, a lightweight device
measuring about 4 inches in length, either on a lanyard
around their neck or clipped to their scrubs or lab coat.
Users communicate with one another by pressing a
button on the front of the badge and issuing simple
calling commands, like "call Dr. Smith." Because the
system uses voice recognition for call processing, the
recipient ofthe call can answer a call from another user
by simply answering, "yes." The recipient of the call does
not have to touch the badge.
An initial demo was done for the hospital's senior
management. The potential benefits of such a system
were fairly easy to convey, and approval was given to
pursue a formal pilot. Four groups in the hospital were
identified: Respiratory Therapy, Equipment Services, the
Emergency Department, and a cardiac care nursing unit
(referred to as 68). These four areas represent a good
cross section ofthe hospital.
We thought both Respiratory Therapy and Equip-
ment Services would be good pilot functions due to their
challenging mobile communications requirements. Most
of the people in these departments spend a good portion
of their time moving throughout the hospital providing
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service. When they are needed, they are paged and then
must find an available house phone to return the page.
Often, they are working with a patient and are not in a
position to respond to a page. We felt the badge would
give them a means to communicate efficiently, effectively,
and in a timely manner.
The two other areas, the Emergency Department and
the 68 unit, represent large and extremely busy (in other
words, typical) patient-care areas. Nurses, physicians, and
support staff in these areas must remain in constant
contact with one another. Again, this is tlpically accom-
plished with wired telephones and pagers. Both areas also
rely heavily on the overhead paging system for much of
their intradepartmental communications.
Pilot
From the beginning, we were concerned about the
project size. Vocera originally offered a 25-badge,75-user
license system for the trial. However, we needed some-
thing bigger to cover the four identified areas. By the
time all was said and done, the pilot size had grown to
100 badges and 300 users.
By expanding the size, scope, and eventually the
duration of the pilot, we were able to conduct a far more
meaningful evaluation of the system. It also gave us a
taste of the support requirements for the system, which,
weo learned, are quite extensive. More important, it gave
us a sense for the best application of the system. We
wanted to determine which issues it would be most
successful at resolving-in other words, where we would
get the biggest bang for our buck.
The first step in implementation was meeting
separately with the pilot groups and collecting a list of
user names for each. In addition to calling another
individual, Vocera allows you to call or broadcast to a
group of users. Therefore, information on how each of
the departments is organized and to which subgroups
users belong was also gathered.
Next came the server and software installation. The
Vocera application, along with the associated Nuance
speech recognition engine, runs on a Windows 2000
Server. With the assistance of a Vocera reseller, the server
install was fairly straightforward. The user and group
information collected from the pilot areas was contained
in spreadsheets, which were easily imported into the
Vocera database. For PBX integration, Vocera also has a
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telephony module that can run on the same, or a
separate, server. With this module, Vocera users can
place and receive calls to and from telephones outside
the system. Security options allow the system adminis-
trator to control users'ability to call internal extensions
and local or long-distance numbers. For the pilot, the
telephony interface was achieved with a Dialogic card
and six analog lines configured in a hunt group. Up to
12 analog lines can be configured. As an alternative, a
digital interface option via an ISDN-PRI is also avail-
able.
Next came user training. Because there are not a lot
of moving parts with the device, and because it uses
simple spoken commands, basic use of the system is
fairly intuitive for most people. The plan was to keep the
initial training session to no more than 20 minutes.
However, with 300 users who work across all different
shifts and weekends, the real training challenge was
rooted in scheduling. Over several days, multiple
training sessions were held at various times, night and
day, to reach as many people as possible. To make things
a bit more manageable, it was decided to first bring up
three ofthe four groups (Respiratory Therapy, Equip-
ment Services, and the 68 unit) and then proceed with
the Emergency Department (the biggest of the groups)
about a week later.
The biggest commitment of IT human resources
came during the first few days immediately following
go-live. IT staff were embedded around the clock in
each of the user areas to assist with any user questions
or issues. Also, several ad hoc training sessions were held
for users who were unable to make the previous group
training.
The original plan was to run the pilot for 30 days,
collect user feedback during and at the end ofthe pilot,
make an assessment, and then present recommenda-
tions to hospital management. As the 30-day target
approached, however, we realized we needed more time
to make a complete assessment of the system's value.
After some negotiation with Vocera and its reseller, we
were able to extend the pilot to 90 days, completing the
assessment at the end of lawtary 2004.
Feedback
User feedback thus far has been generally positive. Each
of the areas has reported that the system affords the
opportunity for more direct and efficient communica-
tions. A majority of users believe the overall quality of
patient care has been improved as a result. Further,
overhead paging in the Emergency Department has been
significantly reduced, and it has been completely elimi-
nated on the 68 nursing unit.
The feedback has not all been positive, however. The
chief complaint from users across all areas is that they
simply want the system to work better, especially with
respect to speech recognition. From statistics compiled
from the Vocera system's logs, overall speech recognition
success has been running about 75 percent. To identifi,
ways to improve the overall success rate, we carved out a
6-hour period and performed some in-depth monitoring
of how the devices were being used. To help with this, we
were able to turn on a feature that recorded each user's
interaction with the system. This feature did not record
the conversations that occurred, but captured the
commands issued by the users. From this exercise, we
learned the leading causes of speech recognition failures
fell into the following categories:
1. User technique. Examples include giving incorrect
commands, holding the badge and thereby creating noise
or overloading the microphone, hesitating during a
command, and talking over the "Genie," the name given
to the system's voice prompt.
2. Badge placement. The badge needs to be worn 6 to 8
inches from the mouth to be heard well. Some users did
not have the badges in a good position.
3. Nearby conversations and other sources ofback-
ground noise. In many cases, not much can be done
about this problem. For stationary users, such as nursing
station clerks, using a noise-canceling headphone is an
option that has been successful.
Because the leading causes of failure were user
induced, we learned the importance of the initial training
sessions and the need for follow-up training. Even
though most of the commands required to interact with
the Vocera system are relatively straightforward, how they
are delivered is not. The user's technique is as important
as proper command slrrtax. If the technique used to
deliver the command is poor, the command will either
not be understood or will be misunderstood. For in-
stance, a command to "call Mary in 68" may result in a
call to "Mary Lee," who works in the Emergency Depart-
ment. Over the course of the pilot, we found that some
users became a bit too comfortable with the system and
were a little lax with issuing commands properly. As a
result, problems from poor technique began to increase.
Along with this increase came a corresponding increase
in end-user dissatisfaction.
In addition to conducting additional training, the
concept of establishing "super users" in each area is
being pursued. These would be users who have taken
well to the technology, have had good success with it,
and are willing to help their peers when they have
trouble by answering questions and offering usage tips.
Conclusion
The Vocera system amounts to a convergence of three
technologies: VoIP, speech recognition, and wireless
networking. During the course of this project, we have
certainly expanded our understanding of all three.
The Vocera pilot afforded us the best opportunity to
date to gather feedback on how comprehensive the
wireless coverage was across the hospital. It should
come as no surprise that a voice application is much less
tolerant of "dead spots" than a data application. A small
number of dead spots have indeed been identified, and
efforts are underway to resolve those, For instance, we
have developed a solution with the company that
services the hospital's elevators to provide wireless
coverage inside the elevator cars. We also have learned
that although speech recognition has come a long way
recently, to expect a 100 percent recognition rate is
unrealistic. Getting users to realize that, and to under-
stand what may be causing failures and misunderstand-
ings, has been an important factor in improving their
use and gaining their acceptance of the technology.
As we formulate the final analysis, we in IT strongly
believe we have done everything we could to ensure the
system would work as well as it can for the pilot. Very
soon, it will be up to the user groups to report their
findings to hospital management. The decision will then
be theirs to determine whether the benefits of such a
technology are worth a further investment of finances
and manpower.
Joe Ziemba is director of telecommunications at SUNY Upstate Medical
University. Reach him at ziembaj@upstate.edu.
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by Carey Parker
Chiaro Networks
OptlPuter Enables More Powerful
Collaborative Research
Researchers continually push the ever-expanding technological envelopes of collabo-
rative computing. Whether the researchers work on a universrty campus, in a national
lab, or in industry, the latest ideal is to share ultralarge data sets and processor-
intensive visualization applications over long distances, collaborating with far-flung
colleagues as if they were across the hall.
Late in 2002, the National Science Foundation (NSF) awarded a $13.5 rniliion,
5-year grant to establish the "OptIPuter"-1o-.,1 for optical netr'vorking, Internet
protocol (IP), and computer storage and processing-as an infrastructure that tightly
couples computational resources over parallel optical networks using the IP comrnu-
nications protocol. The OptlPuter is a next-generation optical grid that blurs the line
between communications and computing, which makes possible a new level of
collaborative research. This powerful distributed grid infostructure is designed to
support data-intensive scientific research and collaboration.
This new supernetwork is itself a collaborative effort among a number of institu-
tions, led by the University of California-San Diego (UCSD) and the University of
Illinois-Chicago (UIC), under the auspices of the California lnstitute ft:lr Telecommu-
nications and Information Technology ICai-(lT)':].
The ambitious project arose from the recognition that even the highest-speed
academic Internet-based systems fall short when trying to move the enormous
chunks of data-terabytes' and petabytes'worth-required for collaborative visual-
ization activities in areas such as the life sciences, geology, climatology, or astrophysics
research,
Academic Fabric with Photonic Threads
According to Larry Smarr, principal investigator for the OptlPuter, director of Cal-
(IT)'], and Harry E. Gruber, professor of computer science and engineering at UCSD's
lacobs School of Engineering, "The opportunity to build and experiment with an
OptiPuter has arisen because of major technology changes in the last 5 years. Optical
bandwidth and storage capacity are growing much faster than processitrg power,
turning the old computing paradigm on its head: We are going from a processor-
cer.rtric world, to one centered on optical bandwidth, where the nefworks will be faster
than the computational resources they connect."
\\rhen he talks with university ar.rd college technology adrninistrators, Smarr
points out that projects like OptlPuter are fostering the development of "optical-
networking clear channels across the campus, state, nation, and globe to federated
repositories of remote large-data objects. These photonic threads will weave together
a multiscale storage fabric on the campus that will create a new campus utility for
data management."
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In addition to the inevitable growth of telecom profession-
als' scope of responsibility for information infiastructures,
telecom managers should no doubt have a crucial role as
members of interdisciplinary teams that will determine the
inevitable new campus buildings that will be built to house
the new 21st-century campus infrastructure, Smarr says.
A New Generation of Grid Computing
The "grid" concept of computing is analogous to the electric
power grid, an infrastructure in which "nodes" of power are
distributed to consumers over diverse locations based on
consumers'usage and needs. From a technical standpoint,
consumers need not care if the electricity arriving at their
houses and businesses was generated using hydroelectric,
solar, fossil fuel, or nuclear means, or whether it was
generated near or far from where it is consumed.
Similarly, grid computers are based on the idea of taking
services (e.g., databases, e-mail) that originally were central-
ized, and distributing them, or uniting access to resources
(e.g., peopie, instrumentation, data, data-processing tools)
that physically reside in various facilities. Integrated compu-
tational and information resource nodes, representing
different capabilities and functions that are shared, are dis-
tributed and managed over diverse geographic regions.
Early grid applications focused on aggregating the
unused processing in desktop computers. As the grid concept
has evolved, grids have moved beyond the PC level to include
much more powerful server systems, and have expanded
beyond only processing power to also include access to data,
applications, and instrumentation. The OptlPuter project
aims at taking the grid concept to yet a new level, one based
on optical networking communications technologies, to
enable the sharing of Iarge datasets, such as a 3-D terrain
map for earthquake predictions or a brain image for
understanding the structure of the human brain.
Maxine Brown, project manager on the OptlPuter
project who works for the Electronics Visualization Labora-
tory at UIC, explains it as follows: "The OptlPuter is not just
Iooking at networking infrastructure, but is taking a systems
approach. For the OptlPuter, all the computational re-
sources, regardless of Iocation, are tightly coupled over
parallel optical networks. Essentially, the OptlPuter is a
'virtual' parallel computer in which the individual'proces-
sors'are widely distributed clusters; the'memory' is in the
form of large distributed data repositories; 'peripherals' are
very-large scientific instruments, visualization displays and/
or sensor arrays; and the'motherboard'uses standard IP
delivered over multiple dedicated Iambdas. This research
requires a reoptimization of the entire grid stack of software
abstractions."
Steve Wallach, a supercomputer pioneer (cofounder of
Convex Computers, currentiy co-vice president, OfEce of
Technology, at Chiaro Networks), has noted that in previous
times, the network was the computer; now, the grid is the
supercomputer. On the OptlPuter project, Wallach has said:
"The OptlPuter project will extend the reach of the current
information infrastructure throughout the world, enabling
anltime/any"where access to the Internet. Initially, it will
enable scientists who are generating massive amounts of data
to interactively visualize, analyze, and correlate data from
multiple storage sites connected to optical networks. In the
short term and long term, this will pioneer a new direction
in the industry by providing a cohesive and consolidated
grid infrastructure to offer increased, real-time supercom-
puting functionality without the supercomputing cost."
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Technology Underpinnings of the
OptlPuter
In the OptlPuter version of the grid,
the central architectural element is not
computers, but optical nefivorking. As
a result, the project is creating a new
category called "supernetwork," which
represents the next logical step beyond
supercomputers.
Crucial to the OptlPuter project is
the concept of "LambdaGrids": grid
middleware combined with multiple
wavelenghs of light, or lambdas, on
single optical fibers. LambdaGrids
essentially eliminate bandwidth as a
barrier to interaction of large remote
databases.
LambdaGrid development is
occurring simultaneously with the
explosion of 3G and 4G wireless
technologies on college campuses, says
Smarr. "This wireless photonic web will
reach into the subterranean optical
storage fabric both to extract data and
to store it."
Supporting LambdaGrids requires a
special kind of telecommunications
router, one that is based on optical
networking technology and that, to
some extent, acts like a computer as
well as a router. The OptlPuter project
incorporates the Chiaro Enstara router,
which combines the advantages of
traditional routing with leading-edge
optical switching technologies-a
fault-tolerant routing platform that is
programmable, like a computer system.
The optical technology in the
Enstara router-called Optical Phased
Array (OPA) technology-has no
moving parts, using interference
patterns to "bend" light to the desired
destinations, which allows light paths
to be reconfigured extremely quickly.
With this nanosecond packet switching
and other technologies in the router,
the OptlPuter is able to support
collaboration using very large scientific
datasets.
The OptlPuter also integrates
BigBangwidth's LightPath Accelerator
technology, an all-optical solution that
can accelerate network performance
with any LAN or SAN protocol. Aimed
at intracampus collaboration,
BigBangwidth's technology supports
many important aspects of the
OptlPuter vision, which is all about
enabling scientists who are generating
terabytes and petabl'tes of data to
interactively visualize, analyze, and
correlate their data from multiple
storage sites connected by optical
networks.
BigBangwidth's next-genera tion
LightPath technology will allow
scientists using the OptlPuter to
transfer files directly betlveen two
network hosts, such as workstations,
storage facilities, or servers, thus vastly
increasing the interconnection speeds
between the two resources. The
LightPath Accelerator complements the
main Enstara router for collaboration
within a campus setting, allowing very
large files to go directly to the desired
location anl"where on the campus; to
go beyond the campus level and access
the WAN, the Enstara router takes over.
The technologies being developed
and tried in the OptlPuter are also
themselves an object of research for the
creators of the new supernetwork. For
instance, the OptlPuter researchers in
Southern California and Illinois are
developing capabilities such as the
following:
. New network-control and traffrc-
engineering techniques to optimize
data transmission
. New middleware to bandwidth-
match distributed resources
. New collaboration and visualiza-
tion to enable real-time interaction
with high-definition imagery
The Project So Far
The OptlPuter concept fits well with
the trend in research toward collecting,
analyzlng, storing, and sharing bigger
chunks of data. As Smarr says, "There's
a shift to data-intensive science, in
which the scientific constituency is
vastly larger than it was 10 years ago
when supercomputers alone were
enough for the needs of theorists. We
now have more scientists who need
more powerful bandwidth, when we
once had fewer scientists who needed
more powerful computers."
In addition to UCSD, UIC, and Cal-
(IT)'?, the OptlPuter project includes
researchers from Northwestern
University, San Diego State University,
the University of Southern California,
the University of California-Irvine, and
Texas A&M University. The project also
has affiliates, advisors, or collaborators
from the University of Amsterdam, the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
the U.S. Geological Survey, the
University of California-Santa Barbara,
the Monterey Bay Aquarium, NASA
Ames, the San Diego Supercomputer
Center, the National Partnership for
Advanced Computations Infrastruc-
ture, and commercial affiliates,
including Chiaro Networks, IBM, Sun
Microsystems, and Telcordia Technolo-
gies.
Currently, a diverse group of
people-network engineers, software
developers, system administrators,
computer scientists, application
programmers, and scientists in specific
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disciplines-are experimenting with
fine-tuning and more tightly integrat-
ing all the layers of the OptlPuter, from
the physical infrastructure, to the
protocols, to the middleware, to the
toolkits, to the applications. And
because the nature of networks is to
cross geographical and functional
boundaries, it's also necessary to
promote cooperation among various
funding agencies and institutions
involved in the project regarding what
they feel is important. As a result, some
ofthe biggest challenges ofthe project
have less to do with technology than
with "the sociology of having multi-
institutional, multidisciplinary,
multinational teams working together
to build these networks and distributed
laboratories," says Brown.
Already, the OptlPuter's broad
multidisciplinary team is conducting
large-scale, application-driven system
experiments in close conjunction with
fivo data-intensive e-science efforts
already underway: NSF's EarthScope-
which includes acquisition, processing,
and scientific interpretation of satellite-
derived remote sensing, near-real-time
environmental data, and active source
data-and the Biomedical Informatics
Research Network (BIRN), funded by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH).
A goal of BIRN is to enable brain
researchers in different locations to
instantly share brain images, very large
data files, for collaborative study and,
eventually, patient diagnosis.
The OptlPuter will take advantage
of the National LambdaRail (NLR), the
giant network infrastructure that
eventually will extend coast to coast.
The high-speed network ringing the
United States-a kind of "interstate"
for digital research traffic with on-
ramps-is being promoted by a
nonprofit consortium of major U.S.
research universities and organizations,
regional and national advanced
networking organizations, as well as
corporate partners Cisco Systems and
Level 3 Communications.
One NlR-based project, dubbed
"Ultralight," will allow physicists,
astronomers, and radiation oncologists
worldwide to share vast files containing
data on everlthing from astronomical
quasars to cancerous tumors.
Bright Hopes for Research
The OptlPuter is expected to become
important to a wide array of research
areas, including neurosciences, earth
sciences, high-energy physics, medical
imaging and microscopy, oceanogra-
phy, chemistry, environmental sciences,
engineering, and the arts.
As Maxine Brown explains, "I
define today's research and education
networks as'best effort'; that is, scien-
tists get the best bandwidth available at
the time, and as the number of users
sharing the links increases or decreases,
the corresponding throughput adjusts
accordingly. Today's grid is built on
these'best effort' shared TCP/IP net-
works. In contrast, we are interested in
developing application-empowered (or
'experimental' nehvorks, which was the
term used several years ago), in which
the networks themselves are
schedulable grid resources. These
application- empowered deterministic
networks are becoming a necessary
component of ryberinfr astructure,
complementing the conventional'best
effort'networks that provide a general
infrastructure with a common set of
services to the broader research and
education community.
"The main application drivers for
these new application-empowered
networks are high-performance
e-science projects, where e-science repre-
sents veryJarge-scale applications 
-
such as high-energy phlaics, astronomy,
earth science, bioinformatics, environ-
mental-that study very complex micro-
to macroscale problems over time and
space. In the future, these networks will
conceivably migrate to other domains,
including education, emergency services,
health services, and commerce."
What will all this mean in the
future? Brown believes that applica-
tion-empowered networks, such as the
OptlPuter, might form the basis for the
wired Internet infrastructure underly-
ing not only scientific research but also
education, emergency services, health
services, and commerce.
Of course, with the rapid change
and consolidation of technologies, it's
impossible to predict the future of
research with any accuracy. But
researchers everywhere can start
thinking seriously about collaborations
never before possible-across vast
distances as well as across campuses-
without having to worry about the size
of their applications or datasets, or
even the location of the computing
resources processing their data. In a
very real sense, it's a brand new,
lightspeed world out there.
Links to related resources:
hxp : / / www. o ptip ut er. net
htt p : / / w w w. n at i o n allamb d ar ail. o r g
hxp : / / ultr ali ght. c alt e ch. e du
Carey Parker is marketing vice president at
Chiaro Netwofla. He can be reached at
cparker@chiaro.com.
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Gurtis J. Tompkins, PhD, president ol l\4ichigan
Tech since 1 99 1 , served previously as dean of the
College of Engineering at West Virginia University
and as a faculty member at the University of
Virginia and the Georgia lnstitute ol Technology. He
earned his PhD degree in industrial and systems
engineering from Georgia Tech.
Tompkins is a member ol the Board ol Directors ol
the Michigan Economic Development Corporation
and the Michigan Higher Education Assistance
Authority. He is one ol 30 members of the
Association ol Governing Boards'Council ol
Presidents and a member of the Council on
Competitiveness. He is a Fellow and Past President
ol both the American Society lor Engineering
Education and the lnstitute ol lndustrial Engineers.
Tompkins received the Frank and Lillian Gilbreth
lndustrial Engineering Award lrom the lnstitute of
lndustrial Engineers in 1998. He won several
outstanding teaching awards at Georgia Tech and
the University of Virginia. He is also a charter
member ol both the Academy of Distinguished
Alumni of the Department of Industrial and Systems
Engineering and the Committee ol 100 at Virginia
Tech.
James S. Cross, PhD, is the vice provost of
lnformation Technology at Michigan Technologicai
University. A past president ol ACUTA, Dr. Cross is
currently serving as the chair of ACUTA's
Publications Committee.
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lnterview
Curtis J. Tompkins, Ph.D.
President, Michigan Technological University
Cross: For the benefit of our readers, briefly profile M|I'U.
Tompkins: Michigan Tech is one of 15 public universities in Michigan and the
only public technological university in the upper Midwest. We're located in
Houghton in the pristine Upper Peninsula, which is one of the most beautiful
places in the world, near the shores of Lake Superior. Started as the Michigan
Mining School in 1885 and known since then primarily as an engineering
school, Michigan Tech's teaching, research, and outreach, all of which goes
through the doctoral level, encompasses a much broader range of subject
matter.
Michigan Tech is a technological university, and essentially most of what we
do is related to science and technology. For example, in what many would call
an English department (we call it our Scientific and Technical Communica-
tions area), the skills one gains in a good English Program are focused on
technical communications. In social sciences we focus on history of technol-
ogy. We do have the broader courses in humanities, social sciences, and fine
arts, but virtually everything we do ties back to technology, and our strategic
areas of focus include biotechnology, environmental sciences, nanotechnology,
engineered materials, information technology, and the natural resource
development area, which includes not only forest resources and environmental
science but also very strong aquatic ecology, terrestrial ecology, and biological
sciences.
Cross: What is the relationship of Michigan Tech with the other 14 public
university campuses in Michigan, and how is this controlled?
Tompkins: There is not now and never has been a state body of higher
education in Michigan. Three of the boards-Michigan, Michigan State, and
Wayne State-are elected in statewide elections. The other universities'boards
are appointed by the governor. So it's an unusual system with a great deal of
autonomy, which gives us flexibility.
Cross: Many campuses are facing cutbacks in funding. What has been the
impact of these reductions on MTU?
Tompkins: Other than to give me gray hair and ulcers? Times are tough in
Michigan, but they are for almost every state in the country in terms of state
support for public higher education.
One of our mantras across the country is that public higher education is
not treated as much as a public good as it was in earlier times. Public higher
education has increasingly been seen as more of a private good, and the
flnancial burden falls more on students and the students,
parents to pay a larger share. In 1965, more than 75 percent of
Michigan Tech's budget came from the state. Now about 45
percent of our budget comes from state appropriations, so
we've been losing about a point per year in terms of state
support, and that's not peculiar to Michigan; that,s true of
many states.
\Ve have been tightening our belts and have done a
significant amount of expense reduction, but it,s not that
simple. We want to be strategic in terms of the way we handie
this. We've been revamping our business processes and trl,ing
to leverage technology to be more efficient; for example, to
enable Web-based self-service customer relationships with
campus constituents.
One reason I point out that rve,re the only public techno_
logical university in the upper Midwest is to indicate that
Michigan Tech is the most expensive type of institution in the
nation. Our programs are very high cost because of the heaw
concentration in engineering, science, and technology. We,re
working hard to focus on our priorities, realizing we,i1 have to
continue to make tough decisions, but we think in doing that
we'll maintain quality and remain strategic and focused.
Cross: You mentioned leveraging technolog,v. Broadband
services are purported by some to be capable ofredefining
how n e work and play. \A,4-rat is your vision of the future of
broadband services as it relates to Michigan Tech?
Tompkins: High-speed access is something I,m sure all
universities have been working on and need to have for access
to our websites and streaming video and using movies and
games and other graphical information. That has become the
norm. Students come here accustomed to high_speed access
and a wide variety of services. The benefit of adding
e-commerce is just a fact of life now
More than 20 percent of U.S. households have high_speed
Internet access, and many people are experiencing what I
consider a huge effect on how we interact among ourseives. I
mean, even among family members, it,s totally different now
than it was a few years ago. This communication capability
with alumni, corporations, the governor and legislature, and
the rest of the worid is much different than it was when I
became president 12 years ago. The way we work, the way we
play, the way we assimilate information, and the way students
learn through inquiry and discovery are amazingly different
today. As a result, the way we view the world is different. \\,e
can correspond with people all over the world now in real
time, compared to taking days and weeks a few years ago.
From a university point of view, for Michigan Tech, the
research initiatives and collaborative activities and access to
online databases, instrumentation, and on-demand comput-
ing are very much affecting us. Broadband services have
helped Michigan Tech by leveling the playing field in terms of
distance. We're geographicaily a rather remote place, and yet I
think distance is going down in the equation in terms of its
importance. Information technology has made distance and
location much less critical.
Impediments include affordability. Availability of what
some call "big pipes" in this rural area has been a major
impediment that we're working to overcome'
Cross: The concePt of nanotechnology continues to be hyped'
Why is it generating so much excitement in the research area?
Tompkins: Nanotechnology-broadly defined as the science
of studying, manipulating, and creating atomic-level
structures that are less than a thousand nanometers or one
billionth of a meter-has had a lot of hype, and I think there's
a good basis for some excitement. There are all kinds of
potential uses for nanotechnology for the benefit of human-
kind through science and engineering, ranging from creating
new materials and faster comPuter chips to improving
product durability and reliability.
Research initiatives include nanoparticles in plastics,
nanomaterials in automotive parts, nanopigments in imaging,
nanotubes in computer monitors, nanowires in molecular
electronics, and nano pixie dust in magnetic disk surface
coding. I don t think there was any NSF money going into
nanotechnology when I was chair of the Plans and Planning
Committee for the Engineering Directorate back in the late
'80s. I don t remember even talking about nanotechnology
very much, but I think this past year NSF put around $700
million into nanotechnology-related research. I expect NSF to
continue to increase funding for nanotechnology. So when
you talk about h1pe, you know sometimes there's hlpe and it
just sort of goes away. I don't think this is going away'
Cross: Biotechnology continues to be a thorny issue for
campus leaders as we grapple with the war on terrorism'
Biotechnologists are facing restrictions similar to those
imposed on physicists during the cold war. What advice do
you offer to campus leaders struggling with this challenge and
the dilemmas of being a good citizen while continuing to
promote strategic research in this area on their campuses?
Tompkins: That's a tough one, and a topic of discussion
among university presidents. Tradeoffs involved not only in
biotechnology but in a wide array of university research,
who's involved in it, and homeland security are not as simple
as perhaps some of the congressional leaders thought when
they passed homeland security legislation after 9/ 1 I . There's a
concern among university presidents that we may have gone
almost too far already in terms of restricting research and
who's going to be involved in it to the point that there's a
danger of the United States losing ground-if not supremacy,
at least our leadership-in basic research. And so research
universities are being challenged to find balance. I think it's
true that developments in science and technology can be used
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for good or for evil' There are hundreds of examples of that'
so it's not a new thing; we're just facing a new version of that
challenge. We're trying to see the larger picture and how
Michigan Tech can fit into that.
In terms of campus issues, we need good policies and
procedures that assure compliance with the law' Those are
mandatory, essential things; but we have to be vigilant to
make sure that America remains competitive through strong
basic research and is not hurt by too many controls that
would diminish the pace of discovery and development' We're
being told by the federal government that we should not have
people from foreign countries involved in research that deals
with things that would be sensitive to national security' The
problem lies in the definition of "sensitive to national
security." It's too vague' Some of the best brains in the world
come to the United States to get their doctoral degrees and be
involved in research, and if we cut that off, we're giving up a
lot of intellectual Potential.
Cross: MTU was recently highlighted in U'S' News dt World
Report as one of the top 50 public universities in the country'
What attributes, skills, and experience do you think have been
most valuable in leading the transformation of the institu-
tion? What role has technology played in this transformation?
Tompkins: When I came here l2yeats ago, Michigan Tech
was ranked as a regional, not a national, university' Michigan
Tech became recognized as a national university because of
significant growth in research activities. Continuing to make
progress in the face of tough economic conditions means that
we have to work hard on our business processes and practices
to become more efficient and productive.
We must continue to invest in our campus technology
infrastructure. I am on the road more than 50 percent ofthe
time doing external fund raising. Our recent capital campaign
raised $146 million against a $100 million goal and finished
the campaign 18 months ahead of schedule. About 25 percent
of the funding we received from private sources was invested
in our campus infrastructure. Now we're planning a $500
million campaign. We recognize that much of our infrastruc-
ture development is not going to be funded by the state of
Michigan, so we're asking corporations, foundations, and
individuals for increasing supPort.
As an eternal optimist, I'm optimistic that Michigan Tech
is a place where good ideas and best practices are contagious'
There are a lot of examples of that, and so we work together
to have a shared vision ofbeing an international university of
choice (which we already are-we have students from 80
countries), good communication, and shared governance'
I have found that shared governance is not easy, but we've
been working hard to have faculty and staff involved in
continuous improvement of the university. We have demon-
strated a wiilingness and ability to make tough but necessary
decisions, some of which have not b..r, pop.,ju.. Nevertheless,
the key word is teamwork, I think. Teamwork is essential and
includes not only those on campus but also many alumni and
other supporters. Michigan Tech should be in a perpetual
state of transition.
Cross: Michigan Tech has placed an emphasis on its corporate
connections, through such activities as corporate partner_
ships, collaborations on technology research and develop_
ment, and specialized education and training programs to
n-reet the needs of private industry. In many ways, the campus
has been on the leading edge of forging mutually beneficial
relationships with the corporate sector. Horv have these
relationships affected the campus community? What has been
their in-rpact on communications and information technologl,
services in particular?
Tompkins: I believe thar you build solid, ongoing relation_
ships with corporations selectively focusing on one corpora_
tion at a time to establish and nourish partnerships that wiil
stand the test of time.
For example, Michigan Tech did that with Ford Motor
Company. When I arrived in 1991, we had about 850 alumni
with Ford. The company understood us, we understood them,
and we had a good relationship, but we really didn,t have a
true partnership. Our methodology for the past 12 years has
been to understand the needs ancl the strategic directions ofa
corporation well enough that we can cletermine how the
university can help filI some of those needs. We do not go to
any corporation with a tin cup asking for donations. We want
to partner with selected corporations and have an ongoing,
sustainable relationship, which means that we will continu_
ously work with them to determine how the university can
help the company achieve corporate goals ancl obl.ectives.
And, in the spirit of partnership. there is reciprocity in that
relationship.
In the case of Ford, for example, we developed a rolling
five-year plan that had 24 different elements _specific
projects-that we would rvork on. Through that approach,
Ford's satisfaction with Michigan Tech increased, and as a
result funding from Ford increased. Additionally, Ford gave
$1 million for the Environmental Sciences and Engineering
Building, and in the face of their very tough economic
situation, they just gave us $1.1 million dollars for our
Advanced Technology Development Center.
One of the things I learned a long time ago is not to over_
prontise or over-commit. If we can,t do something, we admit
that. The integrity of the relationship is really key to long_
term partnership success.
(lur corporate partners like to invest in Michigan Tech
because they want us to have cutting-edge capabilities in areas
that are important to the company, so it,s almost like an
automatic fund-raising method. They know us so well
through the partnership that, for example, when we were
talking about the Advanced Technology Development Center,
Ford said that was something that they would like to put their
name on because they wanted to be identifieci with the things
that will be going on in that facility, particularly our student
enterprise program.
Part of the magnetism of Michigan Tech is that we have
been very applications-oriented in much of our research,
developing things that are commercializable, that companies
can carry forward to the marketplace. As a result of that,
during the last several years we have had invention disclosures
at a rate ofabout 1.5 times the nationai average for research
universities and 3 times the national average in terms of
licensing of intellectual properties. I like to brag that almost
one third of our intellectual property clisclosures and
inl'entions are being developed by our undergraduate
students. The graduate students also produce a big share, but
the undergraduate students are involved in generating about
30 percent of our invention disclosures. That is, I think, olT
the charts relative to most other schools. And the reason for
that is the way we get students involved in real problem
solving and real product development and involved directl),,
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with the faculty on research. Our mission is to prepare our
students to create the future, and our faculty have increas-
ingly emphasized creative skiil development'
Cross: What are some of the other major corporations that
Michigan Tech has partnerships with other than Ford?
Tompkins: One of our most successful is with Kimberly
Clark, but actually the companies range all over the map'
Even though we're in the Midwest, we have more than 250
alumni working for Boeing, for example, in Seattle' Michigan
Tech has alumni with aimost any corporation that deals with
engineering or sciences. We have been the largest provider of
distance learning to General Motors in the world' We have
about 1,200 alumni working for GM' Dow Chemical
Company and Dor'v Corning have been large employers of
Michigan Tech talent.
Our marketplace and our alumni are scattered into more
than 100 countries. As I visit alumni in other countries' I have
found that many of the international students have gone back
home and become presidents' CEOs, managing directors' and
owners of corporations. We have been developing partner-
ships with companies in other countries' One of those is
Norse Hydro, the second largest corporation in Norway' We're
partnered with Norsk Hydro and the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology in Trondheim with research' faculty
exchanges, and graduate student exchanges being supported
by the corporation. We work with a significant number of
companies based in other countries' And we recently
established a program in New Delhi, India, where people will
be getting Michigan Tech degrees' That initiative is sponsored
by some corporate interests in India'
Cross: The higher education community has witnessed
significant gains in leveraging netr'vorks and information
technology over the last 25 years' What new project has MTU
implemented that you are most proud of? What are some of
the emerging leading edge technological developments that
will have significance for the higher education marketplace?
Tompkins: We talk about rapid pace of change in society' but
I think the rapid pace of change in a technological university
is even greater. It has been said that B0 percent ofthe science'
technology, and engineering that will exist in 2025 does not
exist today. That's just mind-boggling' Never an "ivory tower"'
Michigan Tech has always had hands-on involvement with the
real world. That's one of Michigan Tech's great competitive
strengths. We will continue to embrace and help develop new
technological approaches and to leverage their enabling
capabiiities to do things like reduce costs, improve productiv-
ity, enhance customer self-service options, and manage
communication overload'
Some of the emerging technologies that I think hold great
promise for the academic world enable location transParency'
so that it doesn t make a lot of difference where an institution
is geographically. Security, to Protect the privacy of strategic
.".orr...r, and that's security from a variety of points of view
including homeland security. Broadband services to provide
the affordable broadband big pipes, the wireless and the
mobile computing services area' We're very much involved in
work on that to enable an1'where access' Nanotechnology lve
talked about, enabling things like molecular manufacturing
and machinery and computation' And one we haven't talked
about yet voice and video over IP that, as I understand it' will
be driving the economies of scale and efficiency'
I am most proud of our converged campus network
where IT has implemented a VoIP campus backbone with
high-speed Internet mobile access, and our great relationship
with Mitel Networks and the Mitel Nenvorks Center of
Excellence with their new VolP-based PBX telephone system
for which we're very proud to have been a beta test site'
The Michigan Tech admissions portal that IT deveioped in
conjunction with our admissions office provides a customer
relationship portal system with our prospective students'
The NSF middleware grant suPports our participation in
a national Internet2 and EDUCAUSE initiative to help
scientists and researchers use Internet2 for inter-institutional
coliaboration and sharing ol instruments and information
resources.
There's remote microscopy, which I find really interesting'
Michigan Tech's civil engineering department and IT worked
together to implement a new online electron microscope that
could be accessed via Internet2'
And then we've had the Sun Microsystems Center of
Excellence for the Sun-Ray technology for a number of years'
Those are just some of the value-added information
technology initiatives.
Cross: Michigan Tech has been highlighted as one of the
institutions in the country running a unique program to
provide applied and hands-on experience as an integral part
of the science and engineering degree programs' Briefly
describe your engineering enterprise program'
Tompkins: The student enterprise program is basically our
answer to private industry's need for graduates who not only
have technical expertise and competence but also understand
the practical applications of their skills and knowledge and
understand how a business runs. This program was started
with substantial funding from NSF and industry, particularly
Ford Motor Company. Our students and faculty create
companies (we call them "enterprises") made up of 30 to 70
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students each, focusing on engineering product develop-
ment or processes, whatever the sponsoring corporation
might need. One of the reasons that one-third of the
intellectual properties coming out of Michigan Tech are
coming from undergraduate students is because our
students learn how to protect their intellectual properties as
they develop new products and how to move them forward
to commercialization. It's really an integrated approach
with industry where industry people and faculty work with
the students as the enterprises go forward. The students are
sophomores, juniors, and seniors, so the typical Michigan
Tech student would have three years in an enterprise.
The enterprises are interdisciplinary, and the composi-
tion changes depending on what they're doing. Basically it's
like setting up your own company. To do something you
need various types of expertise, so you typically have two or
three or four engineering and science departments repre-
sented, but always the business school represented so the
business students are part of it as well. A typical Michigan
Tech student would have three years of experience starting
and running a business on campus and having real products
come out, protecting them and worrying about prices and
costs and all the things that you really do have to worry
about when you start your own company. Then, in most
cases, the students work during the summers after their
sophomore and junior years for the sponsoring companies,
so when they graduate they have a tremendous background.
They take all of the regular courses they would normally
take; the enterprise program is basically an elective series.
It's not something we require. But we have students lined up
outside the door wanting to get into this exciting approach
to learning.
We've been doing this now for four years, rolling it out
gradually. We have 17 of these enterprises involving about
500 students, and each semester we're adding a couple of
new enterprises. We'll just keep doing that until, I think,
virtually every student at Michigan Tech will be part of it.
There are more companies wanting to sponsor enterprises.
Currently, a sponsoring company puts up $35,000 per year
as a base fee, and the company owns the resulting intellec-
tual properties, which is fine because it's really valuable for
our students.
Michigan Tech continues to be involved in the Future
Track project (formerly known as Future Car) that the U.S.
Department of Energy has been sponsoring with the Big
Three to come up with ultimately, I think, a fuel-cell-based
vehicle. Michigan Tech's Future Truck teams have been
consistently highly ranked in annual national competitions.
Our students are also involved in the clean snowmobile
challenge aimed at coming up with a snowmobile that is
very quiet and has low emissions-something that
Yellowstone National Park, for example, thinks would be okay
for their environment.
We have a very large wireless communications enterprise
doing a variety of product developments in wireless commu-
nications and some integrated microsystems.
There is an aerospace enterprise that, with $125,000
support from NASA and the Air Force, is designing, building,
and then launching a satellite called a nanosat that will be
able to discern water supplies under the earth's surface
worldwide from space. These are college students that are
doing this, and that's one of our enterprises.
So it's really one of the most exciting developments in
education that I have seen, and it makes education very
relevant to the students. It's one of those things that the
students get into and put a tremendous amount of time and
energy into beyond anything you could ever require them to
do, but they do it because they just love this sort of hands-on
discovery-based approach to learning.
ACUTA thanks Dr. Tompkins for his time and the information
he has shared with us in this interview. Reach him at
curt@mtu.edu.
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Wireless Technology: A Major Area
of Telecommunications G rowth
Perhaps the most explosive areas of telecommunications growth in the 21st
century have been wireless technologies. Phase II E911, in-building antenna
systems, and the various applications of 802.1 1 are becoming familiar terms
around the campus. Although divergent in approach, each of these technologies
strengthens the delivery of wireless telecommunications services to end users.
What are the high-level issues associated with each of these technologies, and
how will they impact the camPus?
Phase ll E 911
Depending on the local exchange carrier's wireline interconnection method, as
well as the hardware and 91 1 database of an institution, when a 911 call is made,
the Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) receives the caller's telephone number
(ANI) and location (ALI). However, the same may not be true if a 911 call is
made via a wireless telephone. This can be very problematic because, nationally,
approximately 50 percent of all calls to 9l 1 are transmitted from cellular
telephones.
Although modern digital wireless telephones can easily transmit ANI
information to a PSAR the generation of ALI data is much more difficult. 'Io
start the process of overcoming this problem, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) initiated a program in 2001 to eventually provide ALI data
to PSAPs. There are two phases of this FCC program''
1. Phase I requires a carrier to identifr the ceilular antenna receiving a 91 I call
when a PSAP asks the carrier to provide data. Considering that wireless carriers
typically use a three-sided directional-antenna system, this phase has the effect
of identifying a 91 I call to a fairly broad area encompassing many square miles.
At best, phase I provides public safety officials with a verl'general starting point
when seeking to locate a wireless 911 caller.
2. To identif) the ALI of a wireless 911 call, the FCC also adopted the Phase II
regulations that require wireless carriers providing interconnection services into
the public switched telephone network (PSTN) to adopt technology identifying
the caller's location to within 50 to 100 meters or roughil the length of a foot-
ball field. The FCC has established a revised deadline of December 31, 2005' to
complete the rollout of Phase II E 911 service. Congress and the FCC believe
that the establishment of ALI for E 91 1 is very important. Funding is available
for PSAPs to acquire E 911 hardware and software, and the FCC has levied
major fines for carriers that have missed intermediate irnplementation
deadlines.
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There are a number of impacts for
campuses and telecommunications
departments particularly related to
providing technology support for
public safety agencies on and off
campus. Examples of support might
include the following:
1. In many institutions, the majority of
students own wireless telephones.
However, not all of these telephones are
Phase II compliant. Campus public
safety programs should emphasize the
need for users to purchase only Phase
II-compliant wireless telephones.
2. When ALI data are transmitted to a
PSAP from a wireless telephone, the
geographic coordinates, not a street
address, are displayed. PSAPs will be
acquiring computer systems that
translate coordinates into addresses.
Campus officials should work with the
local PSAP to build database informa-
tion that translates geographic
coordinates into meaningful addresses
or identifiable institutional landmarks.
3. Because ALI often requires the
carrier to receive a wireless signal from
at least three sites, wireless companies
may be seeking additional rooftop or
tower sites. This may be an opportunity
for the campus to facilitate additional
wireless reception and transmission
sites not only as a strategy to
strengthen the campus safety program
but also as a potential new source of
royalties. However, wireless transmis-
sion sites may evoke passions within
the campus community. Before
initiating a dialogue with a carrier,
campus officials should have a clear
understanding as to the politics of
rooftop use or tower construction.
There are also unique considerations
from the Telecommunications Act of
1996 that impact wireless site develop-
ment. Even though wireless towers are
often less than 200 feet in height, local
zoning and campus politics must be
carefully considered and addressed.
4. If a campus elects to build a tower for
the leasing of wireless services, the
structure should support as many
carriers as practical. The carriers
typically desire sufficient antenna
height to be above the local tree line.
Provided that there is approximately 15
feet of vertical separation, multiple
carriers can use the same tower
structure. The tower must have
sufficient space (approximately 10 feet
by l0 feet) at the bottom for the
carrier's hardware. This space should
include security controls, such as
fencing, and access to power and local
exchange carrier services.
5. Finally, some campuses have
considered the use of wireless tele-
phones as an alternative to wiring new
residential facilities. Although there are
some economic advantages to the use of
a wireless platform, there are also
Iimitations. Even when Phase II is fully
implemented, only the coordinates of a
caller will be transmitted. If a caller is in
a multistory building, the PSAP will not
know the floor of the caller.
ln-Building Antenna Systems
Those who travel frequently find in-
building antenna systems in airports
and hotels. These systems are used to
distribute radio frequenry (RF) signals
throughout a building, thereby
improving reception of these signals.
Advanced products can distribute
multiple systems, including Internet
access, commercial wireless telephones,
and fi rst-responder commun ications
systems. If an environment has
sufficient business use, such as an
airport, wireless services can be
extended on a commercial basis,
providing building owners with a new
source of revenue.
In the strictest sense of the phrase,
"in-building system" means that an
external wireless signal is imported into
a facility when there is insufficient RF to
cover the interior. In-building systems
typically become the base infrastructure
that permits the importation or
distribution of a wireless signal while
also permitting other radio signals to
be distributed through the system.
There are two basic types of in-
building systems. Repeated or off-air
systems provide infrastructure that
receives RF signal from outside a
building and then amplifies and
distributes the signal inside the
structure. Generally, this is the least
expensive approach; however, it is
limited in the number of simultaneous
users by the capacity of the wireless
sites from which the RF is generated.
This means that the wireless transmis-
sion site may be fully consumed not
only by the number of persons within a
building accessing signal through the
in-building infrastructure but also by
the tlpical wireless users outside of the
building. When a wireless site is fully
utilized, users are blocked and cannot
gain access to a circuit.
Microcell infr astructure systems are
differentiated by frequenry because
wireless carriers may install hardware
within the building where coverage is
desired. In this instance, the in-building
infrastructure is used to first generate
and then distribute the RF throughout
the building. Because wireless carriers
typically operate in the 800 MHz and
1900 MHz frequency bands, interior
distribution is important. Through this
strategy, a carrier essentially installs a
"cell site" within a building and uses the
in-building system to distribute the RF
to as many users as possible.
These two approaches to internal
building distribution are differentiated
by capacity. Internal micro-cells are
typically utilized only by persons
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within the structure. Conversely, signals
imported from external cell sites are
used by the site's external users as well
as those persons within the structure. If
the external cell site is a high-usage site,
the amount of capacity for in-building
users will be limited.
On a campus site supporting many
persons, these types of systems can
produce new revenues. One will often
find these systems in airports and
major convention centers and the
wireless providers will compensate
building owners for the right to install
hardware. As always, this becomes a
business decision for the wireless
carrier, and an institution should not
expect a royalty from a wireless carrier
unless the venue will support a
sufficient number of users to justifi,
payment.
The infrastructure of these systems
is typically composed of fiber com-
bined with either coaxial cabling or
Category 5E and/or 6 wire distributed
through a facility. This infrastructure
also allows institutions to install
hardware to facilitate the distribution
of 802.11 systems, which provide
Internet and other netlvork access.
Again, depending on the potential
commercial activity in the facility, some
carriers wiJl pay the building owner to
install hardware on the in-building
system. There is a growing business led
by T-Mobile and other carriers to
install "hot spots" throughout the
United States permitting their custom-
ers to gain wireless Internet access
through any participating location.
Finally, these systems can be
particularly helpful in support of first
responders. Many of these public safety
users have migrated to the 800 MHz
frequencies and use digital technology.
Just like wireless telephones, tlvo-way
radio signals using this frequency band
penetrate buildings poorly. In-building
systems can be designed to amplifr
their radio systems in buildings. This
technology is becoming so important
that in some jurisdictions, building
codes are being changed to require
certain new facilities to have systems
that support first-responder radio
signals.In addition, Homeland Security
grant programs may provide financial
support for those entities installing
systems in support of first responders.
Even if institutions have already
acquired this type of equipment,
additional funding may be provided to
strengthen the 800 MHz infrastructure
of the in-building system.
Several layers of hardware may be
required based on the operating
characteristics of the infrastructure. As
an example, different hardware
modules are required for wireless
carriers operating in the 800 MHz band
(Nextel and others) and PCS carriers
operating in the 1900 MHz band. In
addition, access points are required for
802. I I applications operating in the
2400 Ml{z band as well as modules that
support first responders in the 800
MHz band. These various layers may be
installed in parallel or combined into a
single integrated system to make the
most efficient use of the infrastructure.
Finally, if your environment
qualifies for commercial royalties, the
campus should strenglhen the electrical
infrastructure. Persons paying for
services will have an expectation that
service delivery will continue, even
during a power failure.
Wireless Network Technologies
The emerging 802.11 technologies are
becoming commonplace around
campuses as many of the technological
concerns have been addressed.
Although there are several variations
on the 802.11 theme, the business
world has adopted the 802. I lb
standard. As the standard, 802.1 lb is
the technology that is most often
deployed in commercial venues, such as
airports and convention centers. This
technology operates in the 2400 MHz
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) frequency band and does not
require an operating license from the
FCC. The newer 802.11g technology
also operates in the ISM band and,
when properly configured,' can
efficiently communicate with 802.1 lb
devices. In the commercial world, use
of the 802. I la technology, which
operates in the 5800 MHz Unlicensed
National lnformation Infrastructure
band, has been extremely limited other
than for some dedicated high-capacity
applications and point-to-point
external network links.
The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) developed
the 802.11 technologies. This body
continues to develop the 802. I I
technologies and has committees
actively addressing issues such as
advanced security (802.1 1i committee)
as well as quality-of-service (QoS )
issues (802.11e committee). A number
of commercial products, particularly in
the area of security, also have been
developed. In short, 802.1 I network
are becoming major industries in the
United States.
When commercial applications are
not a campus consideration, the
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various 802.1 I technologies can
provide many benefits throughout the
campus. These systems are being used
more and more for point-to-point sites.
Some of our clients have devised
systems that can reliably transmit and
receive signals in the ISM band over a
range of 3 to 4 miles through the use of
specialty antennae. These systems have
replaced many T-1 circuits used for
data transmission. When the 802. 1 1e
committee resolves the QoS concerns,
point-to-point 802. I I configurations
may be appropriate for voice and video
as well as data applications.
In addition, some commercial
vendors, such as YDI and Vivato, have
begun to manufacture high-power
access points coupled with directional
antennas to strengthen transmission
and reception in poor RF environ-
ments. Typical access points employ a
power of 100 milliwatts. Some of the
newer commercial access points use a
full watt of RF power, the FCC
maximum permitted power, and then
employ a gain type antenna producing
an effective radiated power of as much
as 16 watts.
Some of the newer 802.1 I devices
are the size of a pizza box and can be
mounted externally to cover wide
portions of the campus. Although
some of these devices can only support
a limited number of users, multiple
access points can be installed and
channels can be configured to mini-
mize interference. Through these
strategies, major campus buildings,
such as residence halls, can be effec-
tively served through wireless technol-
ogy. Although our consultancy would
have been hesitant to recommend
wireless data networks in the recent
past, this technology has advanced
rapidly, and, depending on the design
and construction of a structure,
wireless could be a cost-effective
strategy to bring high-speed data to an
area of a campus.
Summary
Many new and exciting things are
happening with wireless technologies.
Increasingly, it is becoming a challenge
to maintain a contemporary knowledge
of the products and capabilities of
wireless technologies. Nevertheless,
these technologies can be very effective
tools for the campus administrator
desiring to provide new services or
cost-effectively extend network services
to unique audiences. Like the advertise-
YgLee$ n& M u ru rc&?, * rds
ment says, it may be time to give
wireless a second look.
rFor additional information, please see
hnp://wwwfcc.gov/9 I I /enhanced/.
2 Research suggests that 802.11g access
points are slowed when both "b" and "g"
users communicate with these devices
simultaneously. Commercial users are
finding that 802.tIg access points operate
at maximum efficiency when the devices
have separate cards for 802.1ib and 802.11g
within the access point.
Charles Bryson is a senior consultant with RCC
Consultants, lnc. Reach Charles at
cbryson@rcc.com.
Dominick Arcuri is senior vice president lor
mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions at RCC.
Reach him at darcuri@rcc.com.
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Ready for Convergence:
Convergence confusion, fragmented
staff, and future-proofing . . . we face
them every 3 yearsl Convergence is a
cultural change, not just a new way of
building an IT environment. The rapid
integration of what were seParate
technologies into a converged environ-
ment affects IT management and staff.
Can you- how do you-future-proof
the IT organization? Cross training in
multiple technologies has become the
mandatory answer.
Replace Technology Segregation with
Cross Training
Deployment of converged networks is
rapidly expanding into educational
institutions. The staffing necessary for
successful implemen-
tation usually does
not exist.
Although existing
organizational
structures may have a
common manage-
ment point in the
CIO, the staff is highly
segregated by
technology. This
explains why there
were neariy 3 million
voice network
technologists and
more than 2 miilion
data technologists
employed in 200i.
Telecom/voice
personnel know little
about data networks,
servers, or applica-
tions. And, aside from the phones on
their desks, data network personnel are
generally unfamiliar with telecom
technology. They also have little
knowledge of the servers and applica-
tions running or-r their data networks.
Applications personnei have limited
knowledge of data nerworks and no
knowledge of telecom/voice networks.
Wireless netrvorks add to the complex-
ity and skilis requirements. Those
responsible for security must wnder'
stand all ol lhesc technologies.
Managing these segregated groups
presents quite a challenge. Management
is not required to bridge the krowledge
gap among these groups but must
make business decisions using con-
verged network technologies. Because
most people in management are
removed from the nuts and bolts of
technology, thel'will have an even
harder time adjusting to the major
decisions and changes that will occur
with a converged environment.
To operate effectively, the segre-
gated groups must be cross-trained in
each other's technologies, and manage-
ment must step forward and be
educated in the deployment of
converged ner\,vorks and applications.
Defining the knowledge and skills
necessary to fulfill this need requires
considerable study and analysis.
Personnel must be assessed with
vendor-neutral certification in mind.
An education plan must be
designed to he\r both management and
technologists obtain the knowledge
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needed to make convergence function
optimally. This plan should include
training and certification programs to
fulfill the need for convergence
knowledge. Cross training in conver-
gence technologies will not only reduce
the risk of moving to converged
networks, speed up implementation,
and deliver success, it will also reduce
real costs through the ability to make
proper choices and avoid mistakes in
convergence. There will be financial as
well as intrinsic value to convergence
cross training.
Global Skills X-change
Global Skills X-change (GSX;
www.gskillsxchange.com) designs and
evaluates customized implementation
strategies of standards-based tools and
protocols that can be used to realize a
"national" system of standards and
certifications for convergence. As a
successor organization of the National
Skills Standards Board (NSSB), GSX is
charged with adopting and adapting
the work of the NSSB to meet the needs
of the knowledge-based economy.
GSX is currently providing techni-
cal leadership and assistance to the
Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) Voluntary Partner-
ship in the completion of the ICT skills
standards. This skills standards devel-
opment project, started under the
auspices of the NSSB, has as its funda-
mental premise the convergence of two
worlds, IT and telecommunications.
The project is divided into three
phases according to |oe Lualhati, PhD,
director of research and development
at GSX (jlualhati@gskillsxchange.com).
The first phase included reviewing
hundreds of existing job analyses and
role delineation studies, the results of
which were verified using focus groups
of industry-thought leaders and senior
subject-matter experts. The project has
identified seven concentrations of
frontline work in this converged world:
database development and administra-
tion, Web development and adminis-
tration, technical writing, network
devices, network infrastructure,
programming, and digital media. For
each of these concentrations of work,
the project has identified critical work
functions (major roles and responsi-
bilities), key activities (major tasks
associated with the performance of
each critical work function), and
performance indicators (evaluative
information on how to determine
when someone is performing each key
activity competently). In total, there are
37 critical work functions and 250 key
activities. Each key activity includes, on
average, six to eight performance
indicators.
Educational institutions can use
this information to fully define the
knowledge and skills requirements of
targeted ICT jobs. Institutions can use
the critical work function information
to define the jobs. Once jobs are
defined, the database can automatically
provide firms with information, not
only about the knowledge and skills
required to perform those critical work
functions but also concerning the level
of knowledge and skills that individuals
will need to perform the critical work
functions in a competent manner.
Instead of focusing on the different
technologies (e.g., voice vs. data) as the
defining characteristics of their work
force, colleges and universities should
focus on the work that needs to be
done. Once defined, the ICT skills
standards can provide information
about the knowledge and skills
required to perform that work in a
converged world. Although this will
mean potential cross training of the
institutions' workforce, it will prevent
them from having two or more distinct
workforces performing overlapping
::'j'.:::."'competing 
ror jobs and
The second phase of the skills
standards development project
consisted of further verif.ing the initial
results of this study through four sets
of regional focus groups with ICT
subject-matter experts. It also included
enumeration of the worker component
of the skills standards. The technical
knowledge and skills relevant to the
performance of the work were defined
in phase 1. Currently, the project has
identified 68 categories of technical
knowledge and skills relevant to the
converged world. These categories
consist of knowledge and skills (a total
of 557 skills specific and relevant to the
converged world) as defined in the
seven concentrations of work.
The third, ongoing phase ofthe
GSX project consists of further
verification of this information using
survey methodology. Participants are
being asked to verifr both the work-
and worker-oriented components of
the skills standards. Once completed,
this phase of the project will result in a
database that links specific knowledge
and skills (including NSSB's list of l7
academic and usable knowledge and
skills) to critical work functions. It will
represent the first enumeration of
frontline work and relevant knowledge
and skills associated with the converged
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What ls a Certificate?
Certifications are frequently confused
with certificates. The latter is another
form of a credential that documents
the fact that an individual has suc-
cessfully completed a class or pro-
gram. The definition of "successful
completion" varies from one program
to another. For most, successful
completion is defined in terms of
attendance. An individual need not
successfully pass an assessment to
obtain a certificate. As such, certifi-
cates do not provide third-party,
objective validation of the knowledge
and skills required to perform specific
roles and/or work behaviors.
GW Solutions Experience
GW Solutions (GWS; www.gw-
solutions.com) is an enterprise of
George Washington University. GWS
provides training solutions and certifi-
cate programs in a number of disci-
plines. They also offer stackable creden-
tials that can lead to academic credit.
Interfacing with the newly created
College of Professional Studies (CPS),
these credentials can be applied to
graduate degrees in faster-moving,
technology-driven fields. CPS, along
with GWS, was created for this purpose.
P.J. Mondin, the CTO for GWS,
previously managed communications
programs as the director of telecom-
munications networking and defense
programs, which offered certificates in
telecommunications engineering and
included track courses in advanced
networks, telephony, and multimedia
in addition to traditional telecom
courses. The program reached more
than 300 students, and about 100
finished the program between 1999 and
2001. The attendees were from
government, defense, contractor, and
carrier organizations.
This program, however, did not
specifically focus on converged
networks. According to Mondin, "The
students initially focused on the
technologies directly related to their
jobs. As the program progressed, the
students requested a broader range of
subjects that were peripheral to their
work. The students independently
created a course series that seemed to
predict that converged network
knowledge and skills would be
important in the future, even though
convergence was not yet a major
technology direction."
GWS has developed convergence
cross-training programs based on its
experience with the previous programs.
The federal government, under an HlB
grant, sponsored their first conver-
gence-training offering. The HlB grant
program funds free technology training
to companies in the United States so
that these companies do not need to
hire foreign workers to fill open
technology positions in the U.S. This
GWS program trained physical plant
installers on netlvorking technology
and products. CompTIA and Cisco
exams were used as the assessment
tools for this program.
The new GWS convergence
program, called "Cross Tiaining =
Success," is directed toward enterprises
and government agencies. It provides
three educational tracks:
1. Data networking and applications
for telecom staff
2. Telecom networks for data and
applications staff
3. Management in a converged
environment
This program is operated in the
belief that not only do technologists
need cross training, but management
must also be up-to-date on the
technical, business, and financial issues
they will face. Mondin says, "I do not
know of any training program in
convergence that is so focused on the
nvo different worlds of technology
fdata and voicel, at the same time
including management training."
Def ining Convergence Certif ication
An understanding of certification's
value proposition, as part of a larger
system of credentials, begins with an
understanding of what it is and what it
is not. Certifications differ from skills
standards, certificates, assessments, and
licenses. Within the ICT industry,
certifications are industry-accepted
credentials voluntarily obtained from
professional associations, trade and/or
industry associations, and firms or
proprietary organizations. An
individual's knowledge and/or skill in a
particular subject area is verified
against a set of predetermined stan-
dards by means of an assessment. The
assessment provides an impartial,
third-party verification of a person's
expertise, and industry-driven, tangible
evidence of that person's achievement
of necessary proficiency levels.
Certifications formally attest to, and
publicly recognize, an individual's
attainment of the knowledge and skills
required for a specific role within an
occupational cluster or across an
industry sector.
Certifications are similar to licenses
in that both are credentials that provide
formal verification that an individual
has met a predetermined proficiency
standard associated with specific
knowledge and skills relevant to a
particular role. However, licenses are
granted to individuals solely by state
governmental agencies to regulate the
practice of a profession for the purpose
of the protection of the public. They
are mandatory for certain professions
in certain states, and they provide
individuals the right to practice.
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Certifications, on the other hand, are
voluntary, are granted by industry
stakeholders, and only provide
individuals title protection (e. g.,being
able to call oneself an MCSE) or right
to title (i.e., title control) and not a
formal right to practice.
Assessments for Certificates
Finally, assessments, although a critical
element of the process that results in
attaining a certification (hereafter
"certification process") should also not
be confused with certifications.
Assessments are instruments used to
measure an individual's standing with
respect to a specific set of knowledge
and skills. To be used in a certification
process, assessments must be reliable,
valid, objective, unbiased, and criterion
referenced. It is important to note that
there are proprietary firms currently
offering assessments (at times under
the guise of certifications) of work-
related knowledge and skills that do
not lead to certifications as defined
previously.
To differentiate between offerings
that are questionable certifications and
true certifications, the institution needs
to look closely at the supporting
mechanisms:
l. Procedures for identifring skills
standards
2. Procedures for accrediting curricu-
lum
3. Validation of corresponding
assessment tools
4. Objectivity of administration
protocols
5. Reliability of protocols for ensuring
data security
6. Mechanisms for tracking compli-
ance, candidate verification, and
recertification associated with the
certification process.
Who Else is in the Game?
There are a few programs that venture
to provide vendor-neutral convergence
training. Their quality, depth, length,
and assessment measurements vary
considerably. Some are as short as a
l-day course with a 40-question exam.
The Telecommunications Industry
Association (TIA; www.tiaonline.org)
created the best-known program. It has
developed tl,vo certification programs
for those who are going to sell or
service convergence technologies. One
of these, Convergence Technologies
Professional (CTP), is a 5-day course
with a single 65-question proctored
exam. The other, Certified in Conver-
gent Network Technologies (CCNT), is
a self-paced, Web-based study program
with six exams comprising a total of
450 questions. Several vendors, as a
stepping stone to their product
training, endorse both the CTP and
CCNT programs. The CTP program is
taught by training vendors who are
independent of TIA.
Where Are We Now?
Currently, there are both vendor-
specific and vendor-neutral certifica-
tions in the ICT world. The former
comprises certification programs from
such companies as Microsoft, Avaya,
and Cisco, which focus on specific
products and the knowledge and skills
required to operate and work with
those products. The latter focuses on
foundational knowledge and skills that
underlie the technologies associated
with the products themselves (e.g.,
CompTIA).
For the most part, proprietary firms
and/or product/service vendors, such as
Microsoft and Cisco, offer vendor-
specific certifications. Vendor-neutral
certifications are offered by trade
associations, such as CompTIA,
lllherc Do Skills Shrdat& FrP
Certifications should not be confused
with skills standards. Skills standards are
performance specifications that identifr
the knowledge and skills an individual
needs to succeed in the workplace. They
delineate what a person must know and be
able to do in order to perform related
work successfirlly at a specific job, within
an occupational cluster, or across an
industry sector. Quality certifications are
based on skills standards, but they are not
rhe skills standards per se. Instead,
certifi cations provide formal documenta-
tion that an individual, by successfrrlly
passing an assessment (or a battery of
assessments), has met the performance
specifications identified in the skills
standards.
professional associations (IEEE), or
academic institutions. The ICT
certification landscape is dominated by
data and application, but not conver-
gence, certifications. Of the top 50
certifications in 2003, based on volume,
only one, Avaya, focuses on telecom
knowledge and skills.
The educational institution is in the
same predicament as enterprises,
government, and vendor organizations.
All are facing the same issues with
convergence. Although future-proofing
the IT organization may never be
possible, all organizations have to face
the fact that without cross training,
convergence success will be a difficult
and costly goal to attain.
Gary Audin is president of Delphi, lnc., a
consulting and training lirm based in Arlington,
Virginia. He has spoken at numerous ACUTA
events, contributed otten to ACUTA publica-
tions, and delivered 2,000 technology seminars.
Reach Gary at delphi-inc@att.net or at 703/90&
0965.
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by Lisa Stephens, PhD
University at Buffalo
Innovation Culture Clashes
In theory, most people consider innovation an exciting opportunity. The thrill of
breaking rules, getting colleagues excited about new tools for faster and more
efficient ways of conducting business, and thinking outside the box can be quite
alluring. The competing reality is that most institutions prefer incremental
technology adoption as close followers rather than bleeding-edge innovators. \Arhat
accounts for the differences in these approaches to innovation, and how can
blended technology cultures work together more compatibly for the good of the
organization?
Case Study: Multi-Point Conferencing at the University of Buffalo
The distance learning and videoconferencing staff at the University at Buffalo (UB)
have recently installed a Polycom MGC-100 multi-point conference unit (MCU).
For many years, eager faculty were discouraged from using multisite classroom or
meeting opportunities due to the expense of leasing outside services, so this was a
much anticipated innovation. When the idea for implementing an MCU (or
bridge) was first being investigated around 1998, the price o1'ISDN-only bridging
was dropping rapidly due to IP (H.323) conferencing roliing out in limited
applications. It didn't make sense for UB to be late MCU adopters, not able to
participate in newer IP conferencing. Even though an IP-only bridge was pretty
affordable, the vast majority of our users still had ISDN equipment, and we
couldn't afford to limit ourselves to a single transmission modality. It was clear that
the solution would need to accommodate both H.320 and H.323 protocols.
Focusing exclusively on the rapidly dropping cost of endpoint videoconference
equipment or MCUs ignores some issues hiding in the shadows. The advantage of
ISDN-based videoconferencing was the covert outsourcing of bandwidth needs and
personnel costs for network maintenance to the telephone service providers. True, it
costs a bundle to videoconference over ISDN when compared with IR and IP may
ultimately offer more flexibility; but production support people tend to forget that
the costs of providing similar service are real, even when we are not necessarily receiv-
ing the telephone bill. Building an internal netlvork that mimics the robustness of
service providers is more difficult than most production personnel realize. Not
many universities have the advantage of building a large data network from scratch.
Most are forced to make incremental improvements as time and budgets allow.
The professional staff that I've worked with over the years who are responsible
for scheduling and maintaining MCUs and endpoint equipment readily accept that
H.323 is less stabie than H.320. However, depending on their background and
training, they rarely have the time to understand the minutia of why H.323 is a
more difficult protocol to work with or to explain these realities to a faculty
member or researcher who is interested in content delivery outcomes rather than
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technological wizardry. It "takes a
village" to support videoconferencing
and related technologies, particularly as
we slowly migrate from ISDN to IP
applications.
The Culture of Change
Looking beyond budgets and bolts,
videoconferencing innovation at UB
illustrates the challenge of managing
the culture of change. People involved
with videoconferencing come from
diverse experiences and backgrounds:
media or television production,
faculty-support technology centers,
network engineering, IT installation
and/or repair support, audio-video
classroom support, telephony, desktop
computer support, and specialized sub-
categories that have sprouted from
more general job descriptions.
Videoconferencing doesn't seem to
have grown from a natural home-it's
been adopted and supported by a
variety of professionals whose experi-
ences may have put them in front of or
behind a camera or managing all the
connecting cable in between.
The cultural consequences of this
experience are interesting. Vy'hat
happens when a network engineer is
challenged to make an aesthetic
judgment on the best color to wear on
camera' or when a television field
producer is told she needs to "ping an
IP address, conduct a trace route, and
check for duplex mismatches to see
where the video artifacts may be
originating from"?
My own non-scientific, anecdotal
observations suggest that people who
come from traditional television or
media production environments often
exhibit type A personalities. They thrive
on accomplishment and have little
patience for equipment that doesn't
function according to p1an. They get
very frustrated when they can't
immediately identifr the origin of a
problem. My friends and acquaintan-
ces from the network engineering
world tend tobe calmer, type-B
personalities who are introspective and
patient with difficulties when they
arise and more circumspect about
where a problem may be originating
from. The two cultures frequently
collide when innocent ignorance of
each other's world creates a panic
moment.
A panic moment occurs when
high-profile participants-including
students-rely on well-rehearsed
techniques and technology at exactly
the same time that a critical piece of
hardware decides not to cooperate or
the campus network suddenly becomes
the target of a denial-of-service attack.
How do production tlpe-A and
engineering type-B cultures interact
during a panic moment? Can we learn
more about the other's world when
we're not having panic moments? How
do the network technicians grasp what
it's like to reassure the university
president that "we hope to get the
connection re-established in just a
moment"? Are they to introduce
production people to some basic skills
to help prevent crashJanding in this
computer-based, digital world?
Partners in Panic
The solution in our videoconference
service unit has been to form partner-
ships with those who can provide
answers. It started with the production
type-As respecting normal operating
procedures and protocols wherever
possible and knowing whom specifi-
cally to call when we're in trouble. Most
tlpe-As will admit to a desire to cut
The Challenges of VolP
ACUTA Regional Workshop
Thursday, June I 7
Hudson Valley Resort & Spa, Kerhonkson, NY
Presenter: Gary Audin, Delphi, lnc.
ln addition to Audin's presentation, a panel of [oca[ members witl
discuss VolP on their campuses. Vendors are invited to participate in
the exhibit hatl as we[t.
For more information about the agenda or to register for this event,
visit the ACUTA website at http://www.acuta.org.
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possible, rationalizing "expedience." A
production operator or student
assistant needs to recognize that many
of these procedures were developed to
help save our skins during panic
moments. The key to building trust
between production personnel and
netlvork engineers seems to be differen-
tiating when to ask for help after initial
troubleshooting and not "crying wolf"
every time there appears to be a
network-related issue.
We have also been investing in
training that crosses into other cul-
tures-such as conferences where we
can interact with each other's world and
Iearn more about each other's best
practices. (The annual SURA-ViDe.Net
conference specializes In H.323
videoconference engineering and
production practices. See http://
www.vide.net.) As a production group,
we have recommitted to maintaining
good internal records of which cable is
plugged into what port and where, so
when we call upon our colleagues in
netlvork engineering, we're able to
provide more information than, "Hey, it
doesn't work, and I need to get this
videoconference up nowl" Obviously
production people realize the standard
operating procedure value in testing
connections ahead of time, but this
practice in the H.323 world has
unintentionally added some angst. As a
manager, I still receive the occasional
call from an operator, "We tested it last
week and it worked fine, but now it's
really ugly!"
The network engineering tlpe-Bs
appear less tolerant of operational
"glue-and-duct-tape" approaches to
problem solving. My guess is that
they've been burned too many times on
a large scale through that approach, and
have had years of technology innova-
tion rycles to convince the budget-
conscious that the increased risk of
failure is not worth the reward of
saving short-term dollars.
Production folks, on the other hand,
are used to-and usually take pride
in-creative solutions; that is, treating
large problems with short-term,
temporary fixes that enable them to
survive a single conference. Ultimately,
however, their production reputation in
H.323 videoconferencing must rely on
robust, predictable networks to survive.
Therefore, it is as critical to have top-
down institutional commitments for
budgeting videoconferencing imple-
mentations as it is to have enthusiastic
grassroots adopters driving the demand
for bandwidth-hungry applications.
This is especially critical when
approaching early adoption curves
internally within the institution
regardless of what's happening external
to the institution. It doesn't matter if
hventy other schools have already
adopted desktop videoconferencing,
MPEG 2 videostreaming, or other early
innovations; it's still relatively new on
this campus, and we need to learn more
about what it means to our collective
operations, what the unintended
consequences are, and what expenses it
can generate. (Yes, production people
who are eager to adopt the latest and
greatest really dislike that reality).
Mission creep is yet another
interesting consequence of innovation.
In our shop, streaming video and high-
bandwidth transmission of content is a
natural extension of videotaping,
videoconferencing/distance learning,
and library practices. A few of my
colleagues prefer to lump these digital
applications together under the heading
of hybrid media or digital content
management. There is merit in this
approach; but again, it crosses and
introduces more cultures.
Several years ago I hired an
enthusiastic woman with relatively little
video production experience in spite of
her BA in television production. She
applied for the position while working
as a cataloger in a university library,
capitalizing on her MLS degree. Had
the search committee relied on
traditional criteria for the position, we
would have missed out on a very
valuable contributor to our
videoconferencing operation. This
person has literally taken our practice
to the next operational level through
videostreaming, content management,
and Web integration. We're positioned
very well to participate in the content-
management and hybrid media
debates. This experience illustrates how
our internal culture was fluid enough
to take a chance by crossing a tradi-
tional cultural boundary
( videoconference production vs.
practicing librarian). Happily, I'm
observing more of this cross-culture
risk-taking across campus.
Conclusion
To quote an engineering friend of mine
(whose personality is an interesting
combination of tlpes A and B), "Boxes
are the easy part-it's the people you
have to worry about." How true. Going
beyond recognition and tolerance, we
need to understand and capitalize on
how different personalities form
information technology cultures when
adopting institutional innovations.
That may be the function most critical
to success.
Lisa Stephens, PhD, is associate director of
Distance Education and Videoconference
Operations at the University at Buffalo. Reach
Lisa at stsphens@buttalo.edu.
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by Pat Scott
ACUTA Gommunications Manager
Speech Recognition Solves Problems
Speech recognition-speaking the
name or department to which you
would like to be connected-is no
longer bleeding-edge technology. On
many campuses, it has now been
accepted as a practical solution to
some difficult problems.
]ust a few years ago, when speech
recognition was in its infancy, we
resisted its high-tech (but low-touch)
appeal. Too impersonal. People want
to speak to people. But now, when
budgets have bottomed out and
we've made sacrifices from one end
of the campus to the other, more
campuses are seeing real value in the
conveniences and efficiencies of
speech recognition.
The Problems
Wesleyan University is a coed, private
university in Middletown, Connecti-
cut, with an FTE of approximately
3,000 and a faculty ofabout 350. Its
campus includes some 60 buildings.
An increasing volume of incoming as
well as internal calls, out-of-date and
inaccessible directories, and lack of
2417 operator service was compro-
mising the quality of service Wes-
leyan could offer. Hiring the addi-
tional personnel necessary to meet
these needs was not in Wesleyan's
budget.
The University of Maine (FTE
11,222;720 factity, 1,449 staff; 200+
buildings on 600 acres) was chal-
Ienged to provide directory service in
a manner that would satisfr a diverse
campus population. Public safety
personnel were requesting 2417
service, faculty and staff needed
weekend access, and retaining
operators was an ongoing challenge.
The College of DuPage in Glen
Ellytr, Illinois, is the largest single-
campus community college in the
United States, with 2,654 employees
serving 73,619 students and the
surrounding community. Among the
time-consuming and often frustrat-
ing problems DuPage operators faced
were a tech-sawy student body not
inclined to use the printed directory,
a highly mobile faculty and staff, and
a community seeking information
about on-campus events from the
campus operators.
The University of Wisconsin at
Madison (tlW-Madison) is a large
university with 44,000 students, 16,000
employees, 2,000 faculty members, and
343,000 alumni. Directory assistance
call volume was declining, and the 2417
operation was becoming relatively
more expensive because it could no
Ionger efficiently reduce staff. The
campus was looking for a cost-effective
way to handle the extremely large
student roster that changes each
semester without negatively impacting
the quality of service. The ideal
solution'rvould act as a self-service
directory application to reach students,
staff, faculty, and non-lllV-Madison,
State of Wisconsin employees in the
Madison area, as well as get informa-
tion on special events such as arts and
athletics. UW-Madison's directory
needed automation, and the campus
needed a system that would be able to
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The Solutions
Wesleyan found answers to its prob-
lems with Parlance Corporation's
NameConnector Service (http://
\4rr4rg.nameconnector.com). Callers
now bypass the operator and connect
automatically by saying the name of
their destination. On campus, a 4-
digit extension provides internal
access for students, faculty, and ad-
ministration; off campus, callers
access the service via a designated
phone number.
The service is configured to con-
nect all calls to the university's main
number. Callers are greeted after the
first ring and connected in seconds.
Those who need special assistance
connect to the operator by saying
"operator." Available 2417, the service
may be customized with special
messages for holidays, weather notifi-
cations, or emergencies.
NameConnector also provides a
virtual directory, which includes
more than 4,700 on-campus destina-
tions at Wesleyan. Moves, adds,
changes, and directory updates can
be done remotely from the Web to
simplifl, voice network maintenance.
In addition, Parlance and
Wesleyan personnel can monitor the
service via customized online reports,
which summarize call volume by
time of day, line, called number, and
the number of calls to a destination.
The University of Maine selected
a product called IntelliSPEECH from
System Development Company of
New Hampshire, Inc. (SDC; http://
www.intellispeech.com) to meet their
needs. According to Les Shaw,
assistant IT director, the system
contains more than 6,000 names and
runs eight channels that process
more than 5,000 calls per week, with
better than 95 percent accuracy.
Weekly reports help keep tabs on call
volume and other statistical informa-
tion. A few people will object to any
automated system, says Shaw, but for
the most part, it has been very well
accepted.
The University of New Hampshire
(UNH) also uses IntelliSPEECH.
According to Tina Sawtelle, UNH's
business operations manager in
telecommunications and client
services, UNH realized many benefits
with the new system. "What sur-
prised us," she adds, "was the number
of calls we were receiving after hours.
The reports providing traffic analysis
not only gave us the ability to see
what was happening but clearly
pointed out when we needed to
reschedule our live operators as welI."
The College of DuPage chose
ScanSoft's SpeechAttendant product
(previously LocusDialogSTS) with
eight ports and 4,900 directory entries
to answer the college's main-and
now only-telephone number (http//
www.scansoft .com/speechattendant).
Staff now dials 4111 from any cam-
pus phone or a designated number
off campus to access the system
directly, and students and clients
reach the system when they dial the
main campus number.
Utilizing the system's ability to
personalize the greetings, DuPage
used its campus radio voice talent to
record all its greetings and prompts,
an effective way of establishing and
maintaining the institution's voice
branding.
The project managers at the UW-
Madison chose Phonetic Systems
(http://www.phoneticsystems.com) to
address their issues. Phonetic Systems
had experience with directories of their
size and could handle the highly
dynamic nature of the directory. They
could also help UW-Madison leverage
its investment in the future so that it
could offer other voice-activated
services. To date, the deployment
automates 1 15,000 directory listings
(on l2 ports) and answers the main
number for directory information,
both externally and internally, to
provide a self-service information
center for students and employee
contact information, departments, and
special-event information.
In addition to directory searches
and auto-attendant services, speech
recognition products may include
several other useful features. Accord-
ing to Paul Necklen, applications
engineer at Amcom Software,
Amcorns Smart Speech package
(http://www.amcomsoft .com) comes
with Meet-Me paging, including self-
service park and page functions and
voice authentication, which checks
the caller's voice print and grants or
denies access. In addition, it provides
information services, such as
numbers and directions, and change-
of-status, which allows users to
change their paging status by
speaking to the system. The product
can also be integrated with other
call-center applications, enabling use
of a single database for combined
operator, Web, and speech-enabled
directory functions.
SpeechAttendant's corporate
directory interface also allows for
seamless nightly automated directory
updates. According to Kay Dreyer,
telecommunications manager at the
College of DuPage, the system has
been performing extremely well, with
better than 98 percent accurary since
its inception in October 2002, and
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requires very little maintenance. "It's
been extremely reliable, very user
friendly and we've been spending a
mere 30 minutes to t hour per week
mainly for standard monitoring and
adding new applicationsj' says
Dreyer.
A variety of stand-alone or
integrated applications-such as
directory assistance, auto attendant,
speaker verification, or self-service
information centers-will work with
Phonetic Systems' Voice Search Engine
(VSE). Its functionality recognizes an
unlimited number of names or pieces
of information. Alternatively, the VSE
can be integrated within any business
application or service, such as broad-
cast messaging or password reset.
How Does lt Work?
What really has to happen for all this
to actually work? Scansoft offers the
followin g technical explanation.
Automatic speech recognition
(ASR) is done through statistical
pattern recognition. Simply stated, a
speech recognizer transforms speech
into text. So the most important part
ofthe equation is the spoken request.
In response to a given spoken query,
a speech recognition engine (soft-
ware) compares a speaker's utterance
with models of speech corresponding
to sequences ofwords. The sequence
of words with the model that best
matches the speaker's utterance is
then offered by the engine as being
what the speaker most likely said.
In speech recognition, a set of
hidden Markhov models (HMMs;
mathematical representations of the
patterns and sound changes of
speech) represent each phoneme,
which is the speech sound alphabet.
The phonemes describe the ways a
letter may sound, according to the
possible influences of surrounding
phonemes. Performance of the
system is directly related to the depth
of the phonetic dictionary. This
dictionary contains phonetic
transcriptions of words (mostly
names for auto-attendant purposes).
The extent of phonetic transcriptions
will allow accommodating, for
example, a wider range of accents, so
essential on today's campus.
Building word models using
phonemic HMMs permits the speech
recognition engine to recognize
words it has never heard before. This
forms the basis of speaker-indepen-
dent ASR.
Once the speech recognition
engine has determined the sequence
of words that sounds closest to the
speaker's utterance, it prepares a
semantic representation of the word
sequence using basic linguistic,
semantic, and grammatical rules
known as natural language under-
standing. The sentence is then
formatted as binary-representation
commands that the system "under-
stands."
The speech recognition system
then proceeds to execute predeter-
mined rules for information location
and retrieval and routes calls
according to users' spoken requests.
Be Seen.
Be Heard.
Be Known.
ffiru
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The lnvestment and the ROI
Investing in any new technology
carries some risk. Speech recognition
has been around long enough to
make doing the homework relatively
easy for those who want to minimize
that risk and feel more confident of a
healthy return on their investment.
Purchasers will find that costs for
speech recognition systems vary
widely depending on how large the
system will be and what features they
want to implement, but most
campuses will spend between
$40,000 and $80,000 to purchase a
system. This price buys a turnkey
installation from most vendors,
according to Amcom's Necklen, who
adds, "We include in that price
project management, on-site
implementation services, administra-
tive training, technical support, and
maintenance for the first year."
SDC also offers a maintenance
plan, which provides full support of
the product, including such features
as automatic database updating,
system monitoring, a primary
technician, and weekly system
statistic reporting.
Most companies report that
customers see a 5- to l2-month
return on investment (ROI) with
continued savings after that. These
savings result primarily from a
reduction in the number of operator
positions and elimination of printed
directories. Intangibles, such as
convenience and customer satisfac-
tion, carry no price tag, but ought to
figure into the equation; and as
speech recognition becomes more
commonplace, not having such a tool
may have a negative impact on the
image of the enterprise as a technol-
ogy-sav\y entity. (On the other hand,
don't expect to eliminate all your
operator positions. We can't ignore
those who say the personal touch of
the live operator's voice is invaluable,
plus no system can be configured to
anticipate and handle every situation.)
The University of Maine was able
to justifr the expense of its speech-
recognition system by not filling a
vacant operator position and by
eliminating a $20,000-per-year ad in
the local provider's phone book.
SUNY Brockport consolidated two
switchboards and reduced operator
shifts by half. UNH expanded its
hours of service and is looking at
new ways to utilize its operator staff
where other resource needs exist.
DuPage went from a full-time
operator to student operators,
considerably reduced switchboard
staffing hours, and now reports that
the switchboard is occupied only 25
percent of the time, allowing students
to perform other important tasks.
To help their potential customers
determine the cost-effectiveness of
speech recognition systems, Amtelco-
lCall provides a worksheet, a break-
even cost-analysis exercise. This
exercise involves taking the median
hourly rate of a switchboard operator
and the estimated overhead per
operator and expanding that to a
median yearly cost, then using their
figures for directory software, per-
port costs, applications PC hardware,
telephony port license, installation
and training, and more to arrive at
an average cost per call. A campus
can enter its actual figures and
determine the per-call cost, integrate
that with other key information, and
then determine the savings per year
and the months to break even.
According to Matt Everly at
Amtelco-lCall, "The cost for speech
recognition products will slowly
decline as its use becomes more
generally accepted. Campuses with
small budgets should look at the
savings enterprise-wide to justi$, the
expense. The technology is reliable,
robust, and flexible, and it has the
potential to save campuses thousands
of dollars every year."
For those who are wary of
making the investment, or for whom
the timing is just not right, Parlance
Corporation offers NameConnector
as a managed service. Parlance
provides all the software and
hardware; the customer provides
phone lines, modem lines, space,
power, and a person responsible for
making updates. From pre-installa-
tion through the life of the service,
Parlance is accountable for the
system's performance.
Detta Donoghue, director of
marketing and vendor relations at
SDC, says, "Providing the opportuni-
ties for ROI is something we take
very seriously. Examining traffic
patterns, call-abandon rates, Iong on-
hold times, and the cost of toll-free
services reveals just some of the areas
where all campuses can save money
even as they improve service and
provide better access to the calling
community. Looking at other self-
services offered via the Web and
taking advantage of VXML is another
way to leverage speech recognition
and stretch those investment dollars."
Other Considerations
Some of the other considerations in
selecting a speech-enabled auto atten-
dant include the following: selecting an
ASR engine, ensuring seamless integra-
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tion to your telephony environment,
and, obviously, selecting a vendor.
ASR engines make up the heart of
all speech applications. The auto
attendant is no different. You can make
the analogy with an operating system
for your computer. It will boot up your
computer, interpret basic commands,
and ensure your applications maximize
the power of the core hardware. But,
without applications, it will be useless.
Speech engines differ in many ways.
Because this is still an evolving
technology, when choosing the
underlying technology of your
application, you should look to a
vendor who will ensure the ongoing
development of the technology to
improve accuracy and scalability and
also offer leading features such as
natural language understanding and
support for multiple languages.
Stephane Couture of ScanSoft advises,
"Iust make sure you're not buying OS2.
It will'do the job,'but will it benefit
from more development, will other
applications be built for it, or will it
simply be dead, or so far behind, a few
years from now?"
Because your speech-enabled auto
attendant will become an inherent part
o[ your telecomm un ications environ-
ment, it will become extremely
important for you to ensure that the
selected product will offer an integra-
tion that will maximize the use of your
existing or future telecom infrastruc-
ture. For example, vendors will offer
various types of telephony integrations:
analog, digital, or IP. Each has its
strengths, but the digital and IP
integrations will allow you to maximize
your telecom investment by enabling
auto-attendant features such as
dl.namic port allocation, customized
greetings based on dialed-number and
calling-line ID information, and faster,
"cleaner" transfer connects, according
to Couture. He recommends that you
seek out vendors that have been
manufacturer-certified for your
environment. These certifications will
show vendor commitment to support-
ing your environment today and in the
future. PBX manufacturers, such as
Avaya, Cisco, Nortel, and Siemens, offer
such certification to partners.
The speech recognition field is filled
with vendors offering many different
speech products, including speech-
enabled auto attendants. Within this
emerging, and sometimes confusing,
market, it is important for you to first
determine what you want to achieve
with speech recognition. The most
widely used speech application in
education is the auto attendant, but
there are numerous "side" applications,
such as password reset and information
lines for student services, including
registration status, grades, schedules,
and many others. With so many
choices, your selection criteria need to
be clear. If you decide to start with the
auto attendant, but plan for other
speech applications, you may want to
seek vendors that offer a wide range of
applications. However, if you stick to
the auto attendant, there are several
factors to consider when choosing a
partner:
. Experience of the vendor. Newcom-
ers may offer bargain prices but may
not have the crucial deployment and
support experience needed for
implementing speech applications,
including the critical user interface
design, and hooking it up to your
telephony environment. Get references.
. Technology. For how long has the
application been deployed, how much
development investment has gone into
the product to date, how much more is
being planned? What's the ASR
technology used? Has it received
investment recently, will it receive some
in the future? What's the size of the
phonetic dictionary? Ask questions.
' Focus. Is the prospective vendor
dedicated to providing speech applica-
tions, or is speech only a small portion
of its application focus? This will
usually provide you with a good
indication of the depth and flexibility
of the application you're about to buy.
. Financial stability. As in any
emerging market, financial stability of
companies might be questionable.
Carefully inquire about the vendor's
financial condition before you invest
tens of thousands of dollars, or you
may be dismayed to find your vendor's
door closed after your investment has
been made.
Conclusion
"One of the most fundamental, yet
minimally publicized, technology
shifts is the maturing of telephone
speech recognition, text-to-speech,
and speaker verification," says Bill
Miesel, president of TMA Associates
and publisher/editor of Speech Recog-
nition Update newsletter. Widespread
acceptance has been a long time com-
ing, but for some campuses, speech
recognition just may be the ideal solu-
tion to some nagging problems, includ-
ing a sagging bottomline.
Pat Scott is the ACUTA communiciltions
manager and editor ol lhe ACWA Joumal. Pal
lays no claim to being a technology expert, and
thanks everyone who provided information lor
this ailicle. Do you have a story to tell? You
could write an article yourself! Reach Pat at
pscott@ acuta.org.
lll
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lr,2003,we asked the same ques-
tions. IP telephony/VolP was identified
by 75 percent of respondents as a topic
on which they needed education from
ACUTA. The other technologies that
were mentioned by a majority included
wireless/PCS telephony (62 percent),
video over IP/desktop video/streaming
video (50 percent); and wireless data/
wireless LANs (50 percent).
The "very important" technology
challenges in 2003 included security
issues (60 percent) and the convergence
of voice/video/data networks and
technologies (55 percent).
The picture that emerges from a
review of a decade of Member Needs
Assessment research among ACUTAs
primary institutional representatives is
that the integration/convergence of
voice, video, and data netr,vorks contin-
ues to be an important issue. In addi-
tion, members continue to identifr
voice/video over IP as an emerging
technology with a major impact on
their campuses. Wireless voice and data
communications has been mentioned
repeatedly as a major issue since we
first began collecting data h 1994.
Security issues were identified as
critical by a majority of members in the
first survey that was conducted post
September 11, 2001, and they will
undoubtedly be an ongoing focus.
ACUTA listens closely to its mem-
bers in planning our educational
programs and publications such as this
issue of the journal. We hope that you
will continue to view ACUTA and your
fellow members as an excellent source
of information, insight, and shared
wisdom to assist your team in planning
for the impact of emerging technolo-
gies on your institution.
lll
From the Executive Director
An HistoricalView of Emerging Technologies
This edition of the lournal examines
many issues related to "emerging
technologies" as they have been identi-
fied in 2004. ACUTA has a history of
helping our members identifi, and plan
for emerging technologies on their
campuses. Since the early 1990s, we
have surveyed our members on this
topic every 2 to 4 years as part of our
Member Needs Assessment research.
Although we have asked the question in
slightly different ways over the years, I
thought it might be interesting to our
readers to take an historical look at
how our members have responded to
questions about emerging technologies.
Somewhat surprisingll., the re-
sponses over the past decade have
shown a higher degree of consistency
than we might have expected in the
rapidly changing area of communica-
tions technology.
In 1994, the survey asked primary
members to identifr their strongest
needs for education. The technology
topics mentioned with the strongest
needs were interactive voice/video
networks, wireless comm unications,
video teleconferencing, and distance
learning netlvorks.
In 1998, we asked members to
identif, the emerging technologies that
they believed would have the greatest
impact on their institutions. Members
identified voice over the Internet and
voice, data, and video using AIM as the
emerging technologies that would have
the greatest impact. Voice over IP
JeriA. Semer, CAE
ACUTA Executive Director
(VoIP) was the most frequentiy rnen-
tioned among dozens of emerging
technologies.
Members identified the integration
ofvoice, video, and data on one net-
work as having the most impact on
their future operations. The opportuni-
ties presented by greater I ransmission
speeds, larger bandwidths, and wireless
technologies were also viewed as having
a major impact.
We also asked them to identifi, the
areas of greatest need for education.
The technology topics mentioned most
often were VoIP and voice/data integra-
tion.
In 2001, we asked members two
different but related questions about
emerging technologies.
First, we asked members to identi$.
the topics on which they or their staffs
would require education during the
next 2 years. Tbpics related to new
technologies that were mentioned by
the majority included: wireiess/PCS
telephony (58 percent); lr'ireless data/
wireless LANs (56 percent); and video
over IP/desktop video/streaming video
(51 percent).
We also asked them to identiSr
which challenges were "very important"
to their telecom/IT units. Two-thirds
ofthose responding to the survey
identified the convergence of voice/
video/data netu'orks and technologies
as the most important challenge.
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Spring Seminars
April 1 B-21 M iam i Beach, FL
Track 1. Emerging
Technologies
An overview of developments in
communications technologies
on college and university cam-
puses with sessions on VolP,
wireless, streaming video, SANs,
security, and more, plus the lat-
est from the trenches at three
schools in Utah, Florida, and
Kansas.
Track ll. Managing lT I
Telecom lnfrastructure
A structured curriculum for
individuals with intermediate level
preparation in communications
technologies featuring sessions on
structured cabling trends, secure lP
telephony, new infrastructure
standards, construction planning
issues for telecom equipment
rooms, lT project management in a
construction environment, and case
studies from campuses that have
been there.
Register online today at www.acuta.org
33rd Annual Conference & Exhibition
August I -5 ' Ch icago, lL
"Learning, Networking, and All Th at Jazzl"
. 5 Days of Professional Networking
. 4 Keynote and Ceneral Session Speakers
. 50+ Breakout Sessions
. 75+ Technology Companies in the Exhibit Hall
. Awards Presentations
"lf I could fit only one professional development event
into my budget each year, it would be ACUTA's Annual
Conference. lsay that without hesitation because
ACUTA has, for 33 years now, been the source for pro-
fessional networking and quality education for those
of us responsible for communications technology on
campus. There's just nothing else to compare."
-Wally CzerniakNorthern lllinois Univ.
ACUTA Pre s id e nt 2 00 3 -04
Allot of Praise
Louisiana State University (tSU)
The network traffic at LSU began doubling every semester.
Adding bandwidth provided only momentary relief as P2P file
transfers and congestion increased proportionately. LSU knew
it was time to implement a long-term, strategic solution to
control bandwidth expense and intelligently manage traffic.
Network Security Management conducted a thorough review
of the leading traffic management solutions and reached their
decision 
-Allot Communications.
"We knew we needed an experienced and stable
provider and a platform offering tons of horsepower;
scalability, reliability and great support. Allot's
NetEnforcer product line delivers all that, plus
breakneck speed and pricing no one else could touch."
Maryville College, Tennessee
"lmplementing the Net Enforcer AC-301 was the
single most effective improvement to our lnternet
connection. lts reporting features and easy-to-use
interface allowed me to quickly analyze and prioritize
network traffic ensuring that our critical lnternet
services are provided the bandwidth they need."
University of Miami
The University of Miami is the largest unrversity in the south-
eastern United States. With an average of more than 2,000
concurrent student users, excessive P2P traffic was crippling
the performance of the campus network.
"We evaluated a number of traffic management
vendors, but Allot was the only provider that satisfied
our need for Gigabit throughput and future scalability.
It's refreshing to encounter a networking company that
delivers all of the features and functionality they
promise-and Allot's NetEnforcer AC-|000 came through
with all the speed and functionality we were promised."
Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)
CMU, a leading national research university, is widely recog-
nized as a pioneer in the uses of computing in education. lts
"Andrew" computing network is among the most advanced
on any campus today. CMU takes research, technology and
its network very seriously.
"While both products are strong contenders, our
analysis is that the NetEnforcer line is a stronger
platform for implementing bandwidth control policies."
-&all.g,f,edu oallot.com(877) P2P-cURUwww.allot.com Ihe Traffic Management Company'"
